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Abstract
Local and global deﬁnitions of pure inﬁniteness for a C-algebra A are compared, and
equivalence between them is obtained if the primitive ideal space of A is Hausdorff and of
ﬁnite dimension, if A has real rank zero, or if A is approximately divisible. Sufﬁcient criteria
are given for local pure inﬁniteness of tensor products. They yield that exact simple tensorially
non-prime C-algebras are purely inﬁnite if they have no semi-ﬁnite lower semi-continuous
trace. One obtains that A is isomorphic to A#ON if A is (1-)purely inﬁnite, separable, stable,
nuclear and PrimðAÞ is a Hausdorff space (not necessarily of ﬁnite dimension).
r 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
MSC: primary 46L35; secondary 19K99, 46L80
1. Introduction
A major problem arising in the classiﬁcation program for separable nuclear C-
algebras is to detect the reﬁned analogue for C-algebras of the type classiﬁcation of
von Neumann algebras introduced by Murray and von Neumann. Here we study
the possible analogues of purely inﬁnite (¼ type III) von Neumann algebras for C-
algebras with Hausdorff primitive ideal space or for C-algebras with real rank zero,
and extend some of the results of [34,35].
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Given two non-zero positive elements a; b in a simple C-algebra A; one can ﬁnd
an integer n and a ﬁnite sequence d1;y; dn in A such that jjb  ðd1ad1 þ?
þdn adnÞjjo1: The simple C-algebra A is said to be purely infinite if one can always
assume n ¼ 1 in this relation, i.e., for all a; bAAþ\f0g; there exists an operator dAA
verifying the relation jjb  dadjjo1; and A is not equal to the complex numbers C:
We remind the reader in Section 3 how he can easily see the equivalence of this
deﬁnition to the original deﬁnition of purely inﬁnite simple C-algebras by Cuntz
[15, p. 186].
Some notions of pure inﬁniteness for non-simple C-algebras have been recently
introduced in [29, Chapters 2,3; 30,34,35] (e.g. p.i. ¼ pið1Þ; piðnÞ with n ¼ 2; 3;y;
strong pure inﬁniteness). It was shown in [35] that the deﬁnitions of pure inﬁniteness
are equivalent in the cases of simple C-algebras, C-algebras of real rank zero and
approximately divisible C-algebras. But, in general, it is not clear whether they
coincide. Here we study the case of C-algebras with Hausdorff primitive ideal space.
The generalization of the notion p.i. to non-simple C-algebras is almost obvious:
Deﬁnition 1.1 (Kirchberg and R^rdam [34]). A C-algebra A is said to be purely
infinite (for short p.i.) if and only if
(i) for every pair of positive elements a; bAAþ such that b lies in the closed two-
sided ideal spanðAaAÞ generated by a and for every e40; there exists an element
dAA such that jjb  dadjjoe; and
(ii) there is no non-zero character on A:
More natural is our notion of piðnÞ for n41: It turns out to be equivalent to p.i. in
the case of simple algebras, cf. Section 3. To exclude sub-homogeneous algebras, we
have to impose a generalization of assumption (ii) on cNðAÞ; if A is non-simple. It
reduces to the corresponding condition on A itself if A is unital, and it is always
satisﬁed if A is stable.
Deﬁnition 1.2 (Kirchberg [29]). Given a strictly positive integer m; a C-algebra A is
said to be m-purely infinite (abbreviated, piðmÞÞ if and only if
(i) for every pair of positive elements a; b in A; such that b lies in the closed two-
sided ideal of A generated by a; and for every e40; there exists d1;y; dmAA
such that b P1pipm di adi  oe; and
(ii) there is no non-zero quotient algebra of cNðAÞ of dimension pm2:
We say that A is weakly purely infinite (for short w.p.i.) if A is piðmÞ for some mAN:
The property piðmÞ passes to non-zero hereditary C-subalgebras and quotients of
A; see Proposition 4.10. We do not know if we can replace cNðAÞ by A in (ii), but by
Proposition 4.12 our Deﬁnition 1.2 implies the existence of nXm such that A is n-
purely inﬁnite in the sense of [35, Deﬁnition 4.3], i.e., for every aAAþ\f0g; the
element a#1nAMnðAÞ is properly inﬁnite (cf. [34, Deﬁnition 2.3] or Remark 2.9(ii)).
In particular, we work with the same notion of ‘‘weakly purely inﬁnite’’ C-algebras
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as deﬁned in [35, Deﬁnition 4.3]. This implies that also the multiplier algebraMðAÞ
of A is w.p.i., cf. [35, Proposition 4.11]. Thus,MðAÞ has no quotient algebra of ﬁnite
dimension, if A is piðmÞ: Conversely cNðMðAÞÞ and, therefore, its ideal cNðAÞ
cannot have quotient algebras of dimension pm2; ifMðAÞ has no quotient algebra
of dimension pm2: Thus, with Proposition 4.12 and [35, Proposition 4.11] in hand,
we can replace (ii) equivalently by the requirement thatMðAÞ has no quotient algebra
of dimension pm2:
We characterize the C-algebras with Hausdorff primitive ideal space which have
purely inﬁnite simple quotients with help of the following local condition.
Deﬁnition 1.3. A C-algebra A is said to be locally purely infinite (abbreviated, l.p.i.)
if and only if, for every primitive ideal J of A and every element bAAþ with
jjb þ Jjj40; there is a non-zero stable C-subalgebra D of the hereditary
C-subalgebra generated by b; such that D is not included in J:
We say that A is traceless if every lower semi-continuous non-negative 2-quasi-
trace (cf. [22]) on Aþ is trivial, i.e., takes only the values 0 and þN: It turns out that
locally purely inﬁnite algebras are traceless, cf. Proposition 4.1. In particular, they
must be anti-liminal.
Since approximately divisible C-algebras in the sense of [34, Deﬁnition 5.5] are
purely inﬁnite by [34, Theorem 5.9] if they are traceless, we can conclude from
[35, Proposition 5.14] that all sorts of pure inﬁniteness coincide on the class of
approximately divisible C-algebras.
In Section 3, we prove that locally purely inﬁnite simple C-algebras are purely
inﬁnite and give some sufﬁcient conditions under which spatial tensor products
A#B are locally purely inﬁnite. Then we use this to give a simple proof that traceless
exact simple tensorially non-prime C-algebras are purely infinite. Another corollary is
that A#Cr ðF2Þ is locally purely inﬁnite if and only if every hereditary C-subalgebra
D of the C-algebra A has only zero bounded (linear) traces.
Recently R^rdam [45] constructed an example of a simple nuclear C-algebra
which contains both a properly inﬁnite projection and a non-zero ﬁnite projection.
This nuclear C-algebra is traceless and cannot be purely inﬁnite. Thus, ‘‘traceless’’
C-algebras are in general not locally purely inﬁnite, even in the nuclear case.
A C-algebra A of real rank zero is locally purely inﬁnite if and only if
A is strongly purely inﬁnite in the sense of the following Deﬁnition 1.4 (see
Theorem 4.17).
Deﬁnition 1.4 (Kirchberg and R^rdam [35]). A C-algebra A is said to be strongly
purely infinite (for short s.p.i.) if and only if for every a; bAAþ; e40; there exist
elements s; tAA such that
jja2  sa2sjjoe; jjb2  tb2tjjoe and jjsabtjjoe: ð1:1Þ
This deﬁnition is equivalent to [35, Deﬁnition 5.1] by [35, Remark 5.10]. One can
always assume the operators s; t to be contractions, cf. [35, Corollary 7.22]. The
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property of strongly pure inﬁniteness for A passes to quotients A=J; hereditary C-
subalgebras D of A; stabilizations and inductive limits, see [35, Proposition 5.11],
and from [35, Corollary 7.22] it follows that s.p.i. passes also to cNðAÞ and to
ultrapowers Ao of A:
We obtain in Section 5 that C-algebras A with Hausdorff primitive ideal space of
ﬁnite topological dimension are locally purely inﬁnite if and only if all its simple
quotients are purely inﬁnite, and that this is the case if and only if A is strongly
purely inﬁnite in the sense of Deﬁnition 1.4. The idea of the proof goes as follows: if
the primitive ideal space of a C-algebra A is Hausdorff and of ﬁnite dimension, and
if A has no simple quotient of type I, then A has the global Glimm halving property,
see Deﬁnition 2.6 and [9]. A combination of this result with property (i) of Deﬁnition
1.2 gives a reduction to the case m ¼ 1: Thus, if the primitive ideal space of A is a
ﬁnite-dimensional Hausdorff space and if A has no non-zero character, then
property (i) of Deﬁnition 1.2 implies that A is purely inﬁnite. Then we show that
s.p.i. is implied by p.i. if the primitive ideal space is Hausdorff.
Summing up we get that for all C-algebras with Hausdorff primitive ideal space
of ﬁnite dimension, for all C-algebras of real rank zero, and for all approximately
divisible C-algebras the weakest deﬁnition of pure inﬁniteness (l.p.i.) implies the
strongest one (s.p.i.). Moreover, in the case of C-algebras with inﬁnite dimensional
Hausdorff primitive ideal spaces pið1Þ implies s.p.i.
Using the main result of [35], we deduce for the purely inﬁnite separable stable
nuclear C-algebras A with Hausdorff primitive ideal space the tensorial absorption
property that A#ONDA: Here we denote by# the minimal C-tensor product.
If we restrict our results to separable, stable and nuclear C-algebras A; then we
can list our results in the following theorem:
Theorem 1.5. Suppose that A is a separable, stable and nuclear C-algebra with
Hausdorff primitive ideal space PrimðAÞ: Then the following properties are equivalent:
(i) A is purely infinite(=pi(1)).
(ii) A is strongly purely infinite.
(iii) A#ON is isomorphic to A:
If, moreover, PrimðAÞ is of finite dimension, then (i)–(iii) are equivalent to each of the
following properties:
(iv) A is weakly purely infinite.
(v) A is locally purely infinite.
(vi) Every simple quotient of A is purely infinite.
(vii) Every simple quotient B of A absorbs a copy of ON; i.e., B#ONDB:
It results now from [29,30] that A as in Theorem 1.5 is classiﬁed up to
isomorphisms by its RKKGðPrimðAÞ; :; :Þ-equivalence class (for trivial GÞ:
The needed basic ingredients h0 : A-B of the theory in [29] can be constructed
simply as follows: suppose that B is also as in Theorem 1.5 and that
XDPrimðAÞDPrimðBÞ: We show in Section 5 that there is a non-degenerate
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C0ðXÞ-module and C-morphism from C0ðX ;O2#KÞ into B: A non-degenerate
C0ðXÞ-module and -monomorphism h0 from A into B which represents the zero
of RKKGðX ; A; BÞ can be deﬁned as the composition h0 :¼ cj of c with a non-
degenerate sub-trivialization j : A+C0ðX ;O2#KÞ; see [8] for the existence of j:
Note that Theorem 1.5 and [29] imply that for every separable nuclear C-algebra
A with Hausdorff primitive ideal space PrimðAÞ there is a natural isomorphism
A#O2#KDC0ðPrimðAÞ;O2#KÞ:
In general one has the implications s.p.i. ) p.i. ) w.p.i., cf. [34,35]. We show in
Section 4 that w.p.i. implies l.p.i. If the lattice of closed ideals of a C-algebra A is
linearly ordered then A is l.p.i. if and only if it is purely inﬁnite.
But following questions are open: does l.p.i. (respectively w.p.i., respectively p.i.)
imply w.p.i. (respectively p.i., respectively s.p.i.) in general?
Suppose that A is a unital C-algebra with primitive ideal space PrimðAÞ
isomorphic to ½0; 1N and simple quotients isomorphic to O2: Is A purely inﬁnite?
This question is also open if we assume moreover that A is pið2Þ:
We have the feeling that this question is related to the observation that there are
non-stable separable C-algebras with the Hilbert cube ½0; 1N as primitive ideal
space and with simple quotients isomorphic to the compact operators on c2ðNÞ;
cf. [9].
Let us close this introduction with a look to von Neumann algebras or, more
generally, to AW-algebras A; where we study A as a C-algebra. Then A has real
rank zero as a C-algebra. Thus, A is locally purely inﬁnite if and only if A is strongly
purely inﬁnite by Theorem 4.17. It follows from the logical sum of [34, Proposition
4.7, Theorem 4.16; 35, Corollary 6.9] that a C-algebra A of real rank zero is strongly
purely inﬁnite if and only if every non-zero projection in A is properly inﬁnite. This
implies that an AW-algebra A is of type III if and only if A satisﬁes one of our
deﬁnitions of pure inﬁniteness.
2. Preliminaries
We recall in this section a few basic results of the theory of (not necessarily locally
trivial) continuous ﬁelds of C-algebras, on the projectivity of C0ðð0; 1; MnÞ and on
the semi-projectivity of O2:
2.1. CðXÞ-algebras and C-bundles
Let Y be a, not necessarily separated, topological space, for example the space of
primitive ideals or of prime ideals of a C-algebra. By CbðYÞ we denote the C-
algebra of bounded continuous functions on Y with values in the complex numbers
C: Given a Hausdorff locally compact space X ; let C0ðXÞ denote the C-algebra of
continuous functions on X with values in C and which vanish at inﬁnity. Then we
naturally identify CbðXÞ with the multiplier C-algebra of C0ðXÞ:
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Deﬁnition 2.1 (Kasparov [24]). A CðX Þ-algebra is a C-algebra A endowed with a
non-degenerate -morphism from C0ðX Þ in the center of the multiplier C-algebra
MðAÞ of A; :
Here ‘‘non-degenerate’’ means that C0ðXÞA is dense in A: Thus A is nothing else
but a quotient of C0ðX ; AÞ by a closed ideal, the C0ðXÞ-module structure is deﬁned
by this epimorphism, and the -morphism from C0ðXÞ to the center ofMðAÞ extends
uniquely to a unital strictly continuous -morphism from CbðX Þ into the center of
MðAÞ:
Cohen factorization (cf. [7, Proposition 1.8]), or the description of a CðX Þ-algebra
as quotient of C0ðX ; AÞ shows that the set of products C0ðOÞA ¼
ffa; fAC0ðOÞ; aAAg is a closed ideal of A if O is an open subset of X : In
particular, A ¼ C0ðX ÞA:
If FCX is a closed subset we denote by AjF the quotient of A by the closed ideal
C0ðX \FÞA: Note that C0ðOÞA is also a CðOÞ-algebra if O is an open subset of X and
that AjF is also a CðFÞ-algebra, because C0ðX \FÞCC0ðX Þ is the kernel of the
restriction map C0ðX Þ-C0ðFÞ and C0ðX \FÞ is contained in the kernel of the
quotient-action of C0ðX Þ on AjF :
If yAX is a point of the Hausdorff space X ; we write Ay for Ajfyg; and call Ay the
fiber of A at yAX :
Given an element aAA; let ay be the image of a in the ﬁber Ay ðyAXÞ:
It holds ð faÞy ¼ f ðyÞay for fACbðXÞ; aAA and yAX ; because ð f 
f ðyÞÞC0ðXÞCC0ðX \fygÞ and C0ðXÞA ¼ A: Thus, the function NðaÞ : y/jjayjj :¼
jja þ C0ðX \fygÞAjj satisﬁes
Nð faÞ ¼ j f jNðaÞ ð2:1Þ
for aAA and fACbðXÞ: In the same way one gets the following formula of Rieffel
[42] for NðaÞ:
NðaÞ: yAX/jjayjj ¼ inffjj½1 f ðyÞa þ fajj; fAC0ðXÞsag: ð2:2Þ
It is always upper semi-continuous, because the function yAX/jj½1 f ðyÞa þ fajj
is continuous for ﬁxed fAC0ðX Þsa:
Let PrimðAÞ denote the primitive ideal space of A; cf. Example 2.2.2. Since, by the
Dauns–Hofmann theorem [41, Corollary 4.4.8], there is a natural isomorphism from
CbðPrimðAÞÞ onto the center ofMðAÞ; we can equivalently deﬁne a CðXÞ-algebra A
by a continuous map Z from PrimðAÞ into the Stone–Cˇech compactiﬁcation bX of X
such that jj fa þ Jjj ¼ j f ðZðJÞÞj :jja þ Jjj for fACðbXÞ; aAA and every primitive
ideal J of A . The non-degeneracy condition A ¼ C0ðXÞA in our deﬁnition implies
that ZðPrimðAÞÞCX : Thus, jjajj ¼ supfNðaÞðyÞ; yAXg; and for xAImðZÞ (and with
the convention sup | :¼ 0Þ;
jjaxjj ¼ supfjja þ Jjj; JAPrimðAÞ; ZðJÞ ¼ xg: ð2:3Þ
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Deﬁnition 2.2. We say that the CðX Þ-algebra A is a C-bundle over X if the function
NðaÞ is moreover continuous for every aAA [7,36].
Sometimes we write continuous C-bundle if we want to underline that the
functions NðaÞ are continuous.
Since we have assumed that C0ðXÞA is dense in A; we get A ¼ C0ðX Þþ:A and then
from (2.1) and C0ðX Þ2þ ¼ C0ðX Þþ that NðaÞ is even in C0ðX Þþ for aAA: The reader
can see from Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) for NðaÞðxÞ; that a CðX Þ-algebra A is a C-bundle if
and only if the above introduced continuous map Z : PrimðAÞ-X is also open
(relatively to its image).
It is well known that A is a C-bundle over X if and only if A is the C-algebra of
continuous sections vanishing at inﬁnity of a continuous ﬁeld of C-algebras over X
in the sense of [18, Deﬁnition 10.3.1], such that the ﬁbers are the Ax and that the
-morphism from C0ðXÞ intoMðAÞ coincides with the multiplication of continuous
sections with functions, [7] and the discussion in [9].
(For the difference between continuous ﬁelds and our deﬁnition of C-bundles, let
us consider A :¼ C0ðRÞ as C-bundle over the space R: Then At ¼ C for tAR and
the corresponding continuous ﬁeld is E ¼ ððAtÞtAR; CðRÞÞ where the unbounded
continuous functions in CðRÞ are considered as elements of the set QtAR At:)
Remark 2.3. The elements of a C-bundle satisfy the following pull-back condition:
Let F and G be closed subsets of X :
The natural epimorphism AjðF,GÞ-AjF and AjðF,GÞ-AjG defines AjðF,GÞ as the
pullback of the epimorphism AjF-AjðF-GÞ and AjG-AjðF-GÞ:
2.2. Examples of C-bundles
2.2.1. If C is a CðX Þ-algebra and D is a C-algebra, the spatial tensor product
B ¼ C#D is endowed with a structure of CðX Þ-algebra through the map
fAC0ðXÞ/f#1MðDÞAMðC#DÞ: This CðX Þ-algebra is in general not a C-bundle
over X :
If C ¼ C0ðXÞ; the tensor product B ¼ C0ðX Þ#DCC0ðX ; DÞ is a ‘‘trivial’’
C-bundle over X with constant ﬁber BxDD: Thus, if ACB is a closed C0ðX Þ-
submodule and A is a C-subalgebra of B then A is a C-bundle over X :
Let A be a separable C-bundle over X with exact ﬁbers Ax: If O2 is the unital
Cuntz algebra generated by two isometries s1; s2 satisfying the relation 1O2 ¼
s1s

1 þ s2s2 [12], then there exists a CðXÞ-linear -monomorphism A+CðXÞ#O2 if
and only if A is itself exact as a C-algebra, and this happens if and only if for every
C-algebra D the CðXÞ-algebra A#D is again a C-bundle over X [8, Theorem A.1];
[36]). There exists a separable continuous C-bundle A over f0g,f1=n;
nANgC½0; 1 with exact ﬁbers such that A is not exact [36].
2.2.2. We denote the primitive ideal space of a C-algebra A by PrimðAÞ: The
primitive ideals are kernels of irreducible representations of A: It is a T0-space for the
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Jacobson topology (kernel-hull topology). A base of this topology is given by open
sets of the form fKAPrimðAÞ; jja þ K jj40g for some aAAþ: Since jjða  tÞþ þ K jj
¼ ðjja þ Kjj  tÞþ for t40 and aAAþ; this means that the Jacobson topology is
the coarsest topology on PrimðAÞ such that for every aAA the function
KAPrimðAÞ/jja þ K jj is lower semi-continuous.
On the other hand, for aAA and t40; the Gd-subset fKAPrimðAÞ; jja þ K jjXtg
of PrimðAÞ is quasi-compact, [18, Proposition 3.3.7].
If the space PrimðAÞ is in addition Hausdorff, then this yields that PrimðAÞ is
locally compact and that the functions NðaÞ : KAPrimðAÞ/jja þ K jj are continuous
functions on PrimðAÞ which vanish at inﬁnity, [18, Corollary 3.3.9]. Then the
Dauns–Hofmann theorem [41, Corollary 4.4.8] implies that A is naturally a C-
bundle over PrimðAÞ with simple ﬁber AK ¼ A=K at KAPrimðAÞ:
2.3. Projectivity of MnðC0ð0; 1Þ (see also [38,39])
Let fei; jgi; jAN denote the canonical system of matrix units of the C-algebraK :¼
Kðc2ðNÞÞ of compact operators acting on the separable inﬁnite dimensional Hilbert
space c2ðNÞ: These operators satisfy the relations ei; jek;l ¼ dj;kei;l and ei; j ¼ ej;i:
As the function h0 : tAð0; 1/tAC generates C0ðð0; 1Þ; one gets that for n41;
C0ðð0; 1Þ#MnðCÞ is the universal C-algebra generated by n  1 contractions
f2;y; fn satisfying the relations
fi fj ¼ 0 and f i fj ¼ di; j f 2 f2 for 2pi; jpn: ð2:4Þ
The natural C-algebra epimorphism F from C0ðð0; 1Þ#MnðCÞ onto Cð f2;y; fnÞ
is uniquely determined by
C : h0#ej;1/fj for 1ojpn:
Note that fj :¼ gjðg1Þ (1ojpnÞ satisfy (2.4) if g1;y; gn just satisfy gi gj ¼ di; jg1g1:
Moreover, the C-algebra C0ðð0; 1; MnðCÞÞ is projective, i.e., for every closed ideal
JCA and every -homomorphism of C-algebras c : C0ðð0; 1; MnðCÞÞ-A=J there is a
-homomorphism j : C0ðð0; 1; MnðCÞÞ-A with pJj ¼ c: (cf. [48, Theorem 10.2.1;
49] for other proofs and equivalent deﬁnitions).
Proof. Let bk ¼ cðh0#ek;1ÞAA=J; and choose a self-adjoint contraction cAA
satisfying
c þ J ¼ ðb2Þb2  bnþ1ðbnþ1Þ þ
Xn
k¼2
bkðbkÞ
 !
:
There is a contraction aAA with a þ J ¼ bnþ1ðbnþ1bnþ1Þ2=3 in A=J:
By induction assumption there must be g2;y; gnAcþAcþ with gk þ J ¼ bk; gigk ¼
0 and gi gk ¼ di;kg2g2: (The condition is void if n ¼ 1:)
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Now deﬁne fAA by f :¼ ðcÞaðg2g2Þ1=3 and consider the polar decompositions
vkðg2g2Þ1=2 of gk in A: Then vk is in pAp; where p is the support projection of cþ in
A: Thus, f 2 ¼ 0; vk f ¼ vkf ¼ 0; the partial isometries vk satisfy vivk ¼ 0; vi vk ¼
dikv2v2 and v

2v2 is the support projection of g

2g2Xf
f :
Since f f is in g2Ag2 ¼ gkAgk; we get that
fk :¼ vkð f f Þ1=2 ¼ lim
n-N
gkðgkgkÞ1=n1=2ð f f Þ1=2
exists, is in A and fk þ J ¼ bk in A=J for k ¼ 2;y; n: Then f1;y; fn and fnþ1 :¼ f
satisfy the deﬁning relations for a -homomorphism j : C0ðð0; 1; MnðCÞÞ-A with
jðh0#ek;1Þ ¼ fk; and pJj ¼ c: &
The advantage of the projectivity of C0ðð0; 1; MnðCÞÞ is the following reﬁned
version of the Glimm halving lemma [20].
If d :B-LðHÞ is an irreducible representation of a C-algebra B of dimension
Xn and if pALðHÞ is an orthogonal projection onto an n-dimensional subspace,
then we can deﬁne A :¼ fbAB; pdðbÞ ¼ dðbÞpg and J :¼ fbAA; pdðbÞp ¼ 0g: The
restriction of d to A deﬁnes an isomorphism from A=J onto pLðHÞpDMnðCÞ by a
slight sharpening of the Kadison transitivity theorem, cf. [6, Proposition 3.4] or
[27, Theorem 1.4(iii)] or in the unital case [41, 2.7.5, 3.11.9].
Thus, there is a morphism j : C0ðð0; 1; MnðCÞÞ-ACB such that a/dðjðaÞÞp is a
-epimorphism onto pLðHÞp with kernel C0ðð0; 1Þ; MnðCÞÞ:
2.4. On semi-projectivity
More generally a separable C-algebra B is said to be semi-projective [2] if for any
C-algebra A; any increasing sequence fJkg of (closed two-sided) ideals in A and
any -morphism j : B-A=JN; where JN ¼
S
Jk; there exists an index n and a
-morphism c from B to A=Jn such that j ¼ pn3c; where pn : A=Jn-A=JN is the
natural quotient map.
The C-algebras C; C"C; T :¼ Cðs : ss ¼ 1Þ; E2 :¼ Cðs1; s2 : si sj ¼ dij1Þ; O2
are semi-projective, as the reader easily can check step by step (with help of the
functional calculus), see Exercises 4.7(c)–(e) of [3]. On the other hand, semi-
projectivity is not invariant under stabilization: C0ð0; 1#K and K are not semi-
projective. (We do not know whether O2#K is semi-projective or not.) Moreover,
we have the following extension property.
If D is a separable C-bundle over a locally compact Hausdorff space X ; F is a
compact subset of X and j is a -morphism from a semi-projective C-algebra B to DjF ;
then there exist a compact subset G of X and a -morphism c :B-DjG such that F is
contained in the interior of G and cðaÞjF ¼ jðaÞ for all aAB:
Moreover, if D has simple fibers and if B is unital and jð1Þ generates DjF as a closed
ideal, then G can be found such that also cð1Þ generates DjG as closed ideal.
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Proof. Since B is separable we ﬁnd a separable C-subalgebra C of D such that jðBÞ
is contained in the image pF ðCÞ of C under the canonical epimorphism pF : B-BjF :
For every compact neighborhood G of F we let IG :¼ C-C0ðX \GÞþD: The
deﬁnition of neighborhoods implies that F is contained in the interior of G: The IG
deﬁne an upward directed family of closed ideals of C with closed union equal to
C-C0ðX \FÞD: Since C is separable, there exists a countable sequence G1CG2C?
such that the closure of the union of the IGn is the same as the closure of the union of
the IG:
The semi-projectivity of B implies that there is nAN and a -homomorphism
cn : B-C=IGnCDjGn with pGn;Fcn ¼ j; where pG;F ðdÞ ¼ djF for dADjG; FCG: Take
G :¼ Gn and c :¼ cn if B is non-unital.
If B is unital, then Nðcnð1ÞÞðxÞ ¼ Nðjð1ÞÞðxÞ40 for xAF and Nðcnð1ÞÞ takes
only the values 0 and 1: Thus, its support G is a compact and (relatively to GnÞ open
subset of Gn: Therefore, G must contain F in its interior (relative to X Þ; and
aAB/cðaÞ :¼ cnðaÞjG deﬁnes a -homomorphism from B into DjG; such that cð1Þ
generates DjG as a closed ideal and cðaÞjF ¼ jðaÞ for aAB: &
2.5. Finite-dimensional Hausdorff spaces
Recall that a compact Hausdorff space X has (covering-) dimension dimðX ÞpnAN
if for every ﬁnite open covering of X there is another covering of X by open subsets
which reﬁnes the given covering and is such that the intersection of every n þ 2
distinct sets of this covering is always empty, i.e., a given ﬁnite open covering admits
a reﬁnement whose nerve is a simplicial complex of dimension pn:
Deﬁnition 2.4. We say that a topological space X has the decomposition-dimension
pm if for every ﬁnite covering O of the topological space X ; there is a ﬁnite open
covering U ¼ fU1;y; Uqg which reﬁnes O and for which there exists a map
i : f1;y; qg-f1;y; m þ 1g; such that for each 1pkpm þ 1; the open set Zk ¼S
jAi1ðkÞ Uj is the disjoint union of the open sets Uj; jAi
1ðkÞ:
Later we use the following lemma of [9].
Lemma 2.5 (Blanchard and Kirchberg [9]). Let X be a compact Hausdorff space of
topological dimension pn; let O ¼ fO1;y; Opg be an open covering of X and let
U ¼ fU1;y; Uqg be an open covering of X which is an refinement of O such that every
intersection of n þ 2 different elements of U is empty.
Then there is a finite open coveringV of X which is a refinement ofU (and thus of OÞ
and is such that the set V can be partitioned into n þ 1 subsets, consisting of elements
with pairwise disjoint closures.
The lemma says that a compact Hausdorff space X has covering-dimensionpn if
and only if it has decomposition-dimensionpn: It is not known if this also holds for
T0-spaces like PrimðAÞ:
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2.6. Global Glimm halving for C-bundles
In [9] the authors have studied a global version of the Glimm halving for non-
simple C-algebras (Deﬁnition 2.6). There is proven that this global property holds
for C-algebras with Hausdorff ﬁnite-dimensional primitive ideal space and with no
type I quotients (Theorem 2.7).
Glimm lemma (cf. [41, Lemma 6.7.1; Lemma 4.6.6], or Subsection 2.3) can be
equivalently restated as follows: given any non-zero positive element a in a C-
algebra A such that aAa is not a commutative algebra, there exists a non-zero
element bAaAa with b2 ¼ 0: This property motivates the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.6. A C-algebra A is said to have the global Glimm halving property if for
every positive aAAþ and every e40; there exists bAaAa such that b2 ¼ 0 and
ða  eÞþ belongs to the closed ideal AbA generated by b:
The global Glimm halving property of a C-algebra A implies by induction
that for all aAAþ; e40 and nX2; there exists a -homomorphism
pn : C0 ð0; 1ð Þ#MnðCÞ-aAa such that ða  eÞþ is in the ideal generated by the
image of pn (cf. [9]). In particular, A cannot have any irreducible representation
which contains the compact operators in its image, hence A is strictly anti-liminal,
i.e., every non-zero quotient of A is anti-liminal.
Theorem 2.7 (Blanchard and Kirchberg [9]). Let A be a continuous C-bundle over a
finite-dimensional locally compact Hausdorff space X and suppose that each fiber Ax is
simple and not of type I :
Then the global Glimm halving property 2.6 holds for A:
Remark 2.8. In [9] it is shown: If B1; B2;y is a sequence of simple unital C-algebras
aC; then A#B1#B2#? satisﬁes the global Glimm halving property. Strictly
anti-liminal AF-algebras have global Glimm halving property.
2.7. Majorization and properly infinite elements
The positive and negative parts of a self-adjoint element aAA are denoted
aþ :¼ ðjaj þ aÞ=2AAþ and a :¼ ðjaj  aÞ=2AAþ:
Suppose now that a; bAAþ and e40 verify jja  bjjoe: Then the positive part
ðb  eÞþAA of ðb  e:1ÞAMðAÞ admits the decomposition ðb  eÞþ ¼ dad for some
contraction dAA [35, Lemma 2.2]. Thus, if a1; a2;y is a sequence of positive
elements in Aþ converging to a or, more generally, satisfying lim supjjb  anjjoe;
then for nAN large enough, there are contractions dnAA such that
ðb  eÞþ ¼ dn andn: ð2:5Þ
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In particular, if Z40 is small enough, there exists a contraction dZ in A with
ðb  eÞþ ¼ dZ ða  ZÞþdZ:
We derive two other consequences of [35, Lemma 2.2]:
(i) If dA½0;NÞ and 0pbpa þ d:1 (in MðAÞÞ; then for every e4d there is a
contraction fAA such that ðb  eÞþ ¼ f af
(ii) If c; dAAþ and d is in the closed ideal generated by c; then for every eAð0; 1Þ there
are pAN; e1;y; epAA and Z40 such that ðd  eÞþ ¼
P
ej ðc  ZÞþej:
Proof. (i) If en :¼ ða þ dþ 1=nÞ1=2b1=2; cn :¼ ða þ dþ 1=nÞ1ða þ dÞ and an :¼ enaen;
then jjcnjjo1; enenpcn and b  an ¼ ðdþ 1=nÞenen; which implies jjenjjo1 and thus
lim sup jjb  anjjpdoe: Let f :¼ endn for sufﬁciently large nAN:
(ii) We may suppose that ðd  eÞþa0; i.e., eojjdjj: The element d1=2 is in the
closed linear span of Ac1=2A: Let d :¼ e=ð4jjdjj1=2 þ 1Þ and g :¼ ðdþ 2jjdjj1=2Þd: Then
e g40; dojjdjj1=2 and there are pAN and non-zero columns f ; gAMp;1ðAÞ with
jjd1=2  vjjod; where v :¼ gðc1=2#1pÞf : Let Z40 with Zðjjgjjjj f jjÞ2oe g: Straight-
forward calculations show jjd  vvjjog and
vvpjjgjj2ð f ððc  ZÞþ#1pÞf Þ þ e g:
Part (i) gives a contraction hAA with
ðd  gÞþ ¼ hvvhpjjgjj2ð fhÞððc  ZÞþ#1pÞð fhÞ þ e g
and then eAMp;1ðAÞ with ðd  eÞþ ¼ eððc  ZÞþ#1pÞe: &
Remark 2.9. (i) If aAAþ; bAMnðAÞþ and there is a matrix eAMm;nðAÞ with
jjb  eða#1mÞejjoe for a constant e40; then
ðb  eÞþ ¼ f ðða  2ZÞþ#1mÞf
for some matrix fAMm;nðAÞ with jj f jjpjjejj and some ZAð0; eÞ: indeed we ﬁnd Z40
such that we still have jjb  eðða  2ZÞþ#1mÞejjoe: As shown above there is a
contraction dAMnðAÞ such that f :¼ ed is as desired.
(ii) A non-zero positive element aAAþ in a (not necessarily purely inﬁnite) C-
algebra A is properly infinite if, for every e40; there exists a row matrix d ¼
ðd1; d2ÞAM1;2ðAÞ such that jjdad  a#12jjoe; cf. [34, Deﬁnition 3.2].
If one applies (i) with m ¼ 1; n ¼ 2 then one ﬁnds u; vAaAa with uu ¼ vv ¼
ða  eÞþ and uv ¼ 0 [34, Proposition 3.3], i.e., there exits a row w ¼
ðu; vÞAM1;2ðaAaÞ satisfying
ww ¼ ða  eÞþ#12 in A#M2ðCÞ:
An element aAAþ is properly inﬁnite if for every closed ideal J of A which does
not contain a there is an element ha0 in ðA=JÞþ such that for every d40 there
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exists a row matrix d ¼ ðd1; d2ÞAM1;2ðA=JÞ with jjdpJðaÞd  ðpJðaÞ"hÞjjod; cf.
[34, Proposition 3.14].
(iii) A C-algebra A is purely inﬁnite if and only if every element aAAþ\f0g is
properly inﬁnite [34, Theorem 4.16].
(iv) Purely infinite C-algebras A have the global Glimm halving property 2.6:
namely, if aAAþ\f0g and e40; then b ¼ vuAaAa with u; v from (ii) veriﬁes b2 ¼ 0
and ½ða  eÞþ2 ¼ vbu; so that ða  eÞþAAbA:
Lemma 2.10. Given a positive element a in a C-algebra A and 0oeojjajj; suppose
that for every n40; the element ða  nÞþ is either zero or properly infinite (cf. Remark
2.9(ii)).
Then there exists an infinite sequence w1; w2;y in aAa such that for all n; mAN; one
has wnwm ¼ dn;m ða  eÞþ:
The element d ¼PnAN 2nwnwn generates a stable hereditary C-subalgebra dAd
of aAa such that ða  eÞ2þ is in the ideal generated by d:
Proof. For nAN; let en :¼ 2n1:e and dn :¼
P
0pkpn ek ¼ ð1 2n1Þ:eoe: From
Remark 2.9(ii) one can see that a itself is properly inﬁnite if ða  nÞþ is properly
inﬁnite for every nAð0; dÞ for some d40; and that bb and ðbbÞ1=2 are properly
inﬁnite if bb is properly inﬁnite.
Thus, if we let v1 :¼ a1=2; then we can ﬁnd inductively (by repeated use of Remark
2.9(ii)) elements un; vn in vn1Avn1 (nANÞ such that
(a) for every n40; the element ðvnvn  nÞþ is either zero or properly inﬁnite,
(b) unun ¼ vnvn ¼ ðvn1vn1  enÞþ ¼ ða  dnÞþXða  eÞþ and
(c) unvn ¼ 0:
For nAN; let fn :Rþ-½0; 1 be the function fnðtÞ ¼ 0 if tpe;ðt  eÞ=ðt  dnÞ if tXe:

Then the elements wn ¼ unfnðaÞ1=2 Aða  e=2ÞþAða  e=2Þþ; nAN; satisfy the
requested relations. &
2.8. Prime ideals of tensor products
We consider here the T0-space primeðA#BÞ of prime ideals of the spatial tensor
product A#B of C-algebras A and B: The structure of this space is important for
the question when tensor products A#B are locally purely inﬁnite. (The second
named author shows in [31] that the example of R^rdam [45] allows to construct an
example of a strongly purely inﬁnite C-algebra B such that A#B is not locally
purely inﬁnite for a certain C-algebra A:)
Remark 2.11. Recall that a closed ideal IaA of a C-algebra A is prime if J-KCI
implies JCI or KCI for closed ideals J; KvA: Since JK ¼ J-K ; this says
equivalently that aAbCI implies aAI or bAI :
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Kernels of factorial representations are prime. The hull-kernel topology makes the
set of prime ideals IaA of A to a T0-space primeðAÞ which contains the primitive
ideal space PrimðAÞ as a dense subspace. Conversely, primeðAÞ is naturally
isomorphic to the T0-space of prime closed subsets of PrimðAÞ: Thus, PrimðAÞ ¼
primeðAÞ if PrimðAÞ or primeðAÞ is Hausdorff.
As in the case of the primitive ideal space there is a one-to-one correspondence
between open subsets ZJ of primeðAÞ and closed ideals of J of A given by
J/ZJ :¼ fIAprimeðAÞ : JgIg:
We say that A is prime if 0 is a prime ideal of A: Clearly, JvA is prime if and only
if A=J is prime.
It is easy to see that the Hamana envelope and the Dedekind AW-completion of a
prime C-algebra A are AW-factors (which are always primitive but not simple).
Thus, prime ideals of C-algebras are the kernels of -homomorphisms into AW-
factors with images which are dense in a certain AW-sense.
A result of Dixmier [17] says: if A is separable then primeðAÞ and PrimðAÞ are the
same, cf. [41, Proposition 4.3.6].
Nik Weaver gave in 2001 an example [49] of a non-separable prime C-algebra
which is not primitive.
Lemma 2.12. (i) If N is a C-seminorm on the algebraic tensor product A}B with
Nða#bÞa0 for a#ba0; then N majorizes the spatial C-norm on A}B:
(ii) Every non-zero closed ideal I vA#B contains a non-zero elementary tensor
a#b:
(iii) Suppose that JvA and K vB are closed ideals. Let I denote the kernel of
the epimorphism A#B-ðA=JÞ#ðB=KÞ: Then the closure I0 of the sum of ideals
generated by elementary tensors a#bAI is I0 ¼ J#B þ A#K :
If I0 ¼ I then the kernel of ðA=JÞ#B-ðA=JÞ#ðB=KÞ is equal to ðA=JÞ#K :
(iv) If J1CK1vA and J2CK2vB; then J1#B þ A#J2 ¼ K1#B þ
A#K2aA#B implies J1 ¼ K1 and J2 ¼ K2:
Proof. (i) It is easy to check that the restrictions of N to C}B and A}D for
commutative C-subalgebras CCA and DCB are the (unique) C-norm there
(i.e., check the special case of (ii) for commutative A or BÞ: But this is the only
requirement needed in the proof of Takesaki [47] that for every pure state j of A the
set of pure states c of B with jðj#cÞðdÞjpNðdÞ for dAA}B is separating for B:
The latter implies that N majorizes the spatial C-norm.
(ii) If I does not contain a non-zero elementary tensor, then the C-seminorm N
on A}B which deﬁned by the -homomorphism A}B-ðA#BÞ=I satisﬁes the
assumption of (i).
(iii) The kernel of A}B-ðA=JÞ}ðB=KÞCðA=JÞ#ðB=JÞ is equal to J}B þ
A}K : Thus, the closed ideal of A#B which is generated by the elementary tensors
in the kernel of A#B-ðA=JÞ#ðB=KÞ is equal to J#B þ A#K :
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(iv) Since K1#B þ A#K2aA#B; there are cAA; jAA; dAB; cAB with
jðK1Þ ¼ 0; jðcÞ ¼ 1; cðK2Þ ¼ 0 and cðdÞ ¼ 1: Since ðidA#cÞðA}J2Þ ¼ 0 and
ðidA#cÞðJ1}BÞCJ1; we have a ¼ ðidA#cÞða#dÞAJ1 for aAK1; i.e., K1 ¼ J1: &
Lemma 2.13. Let A; B be C-algebras and let I be a prime ideal of A#B:
(i) The sets IA :¼ faAA : a#BCIg and IB :¼ fbAB : A#bCIg are prime ideals of
A and B; respectively.
In particular, J ¼ IA and K ¼ IB if, in addition, I ¼ J#B þ A#K :
(ii) If a#b is in I then aAIA or bAIB:
(iii) The equality IA#B þ A#IB ¼ 0 implies I ¼ 0:
(iv) The ideal I is contained in the kernel of A#B-ðA=IAÞ#ðB=IBÞ:
(v) If JvA and K vB are prime, then the kernel I0 of A#B-ðA=JÞ#ðB=KÞ is
prime.
If, moreover, I0 ¼ A#L þ M#B for some closed ideals LvA and MvB
then J ¼ L ¼ IA and K ¼ M ¼ IB:
Proof. (i) Clearly, IA is a closed ideal of A: If JvA and KvA are closed ideals such
that JKCIA then ðJ#BÞðK#BÞCI : Thus, J#BCI or K#BCI ; which implies
JCIA or KCIA: Thus, IA is prime. The same happens with IB:
If J#B þ A#KCI then JCIA and KCIB: Now apply (iv) of Lemma 2.12.
(ii) Let J1 and J2 denote the closed ideals generated by a and b; respectively. Then
ðJ1#BÞðA#J2ÞCI :
(iii) follows from (ii) and part (ii) of Lemma 2.12.
(iv) The C-seminorm N on the algebraic tensor product ðA=IAÞ}ðB=IBÞ which is
given by the natural -homomorphism from ðA=IAÞ}ðB=IBÞ into ðA#BÞ=I is non-
zero on non-zero elementary tensors ða þ IAÞ#ðb þ IBÞ ¼ ða#bÞ þ ðIA}BÞ þ
ðA}IBÞ by (i) and (ii). Thus, part (i) of Lemma 2.12 applies and gives that N
majorizes the spatial norm on ðA=IAÞ}ðB=IBÞ; which means that I is contained in
the kernel of A#B-ðA=IAÞ#ðB=IBÞ:
(v) By Remarks 2.11 we may assume that J ¼ 0 and K ¼ 0; i.e., we have to show
that A#B is prime if A and B are prime. Suppose that P and Q are non-zero closed
ideals of A#B such that PQ ¼ 0: By part (ii) of Lemma 2.12, there are non-zero
elements a; cAA; b; dAB such that a#bAP and c#dAQ: Thus, ðaecÞ#ðbfdÞ ¼ 0 for
all eAA; fAB; which implies aAc ¼ 0 or bBd ¼ 0: This contradicts that A and B both
are prime. &
Lemma 2.14. Let j be a pure state on a C-algebra A and GCA be a separable
C-subalgebra. Then there exist a separable C-subalgebra BCA and bABþ with
jjbjj ¼ 1 such that GCB; jðbÞ ¼ 1 and faAB; jðaÞ ¼ 0gCðb  b2ÞB þ Bðb  b2Þ:
The restriction jjB is pure, fdAB; jðdd þ ddÞ ¼ 0g ¼ ðb  b2ÞBðb  b2Þ and
limn-N jjbndbn  jðdÞb2njj ¼ 0 for all dAB:
Proof. By a variant of Kadison’s transitivity theorem (cf. end of Subsection 2.3 with
n ¼ 1Þ we ﬁnd kAAþ with jjkjj ¼ 1 and jðkÞ ¼ 1: Then we have jðdÞ ¼ jðdkÞ ¼
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jðkdÞ for all dAA: The left ideal L of A deﬁned by L ¼ faAA; jðaaÞ ¼ 0g is closed
and kerðjÞ ¼ L þ L; because j is pure (cf. [41, Proposition 3.13.6]). Thus,
fa  jðaÞk; aAAgCL þ L and there exists a separable C-subalgebra B1 of A with
GCB1 and ZðGÞCðL-B1Þ þ ðL-B1Þ where ZðGÞ ¼ fa  jðaÞk; aAGg: (Note
here that ðL-B1Þ þ ðL-B1Þ is closed, G-kerðjÞCZðGÞCB1 and kAB1:)
If we repeat this construction with B1; B2;y in place of G we get a sequence
of separable C-subalgebras GCB1CB2C?A such that kABn and Bn-kerðjÞC
L-Bnþ1 þ L-Bnþ1: If B denotes the closure of
S
n Bn; then B-kerðjÞ ¼ L-B þ
L-B; because B-kerðjÞ is the closure of Sn ðBn-kerðjÞÞ and B-kerðjÞ is the
image of the bounded linear projection Z : a/a  jðaÞk inLðBÞ: In particular, the
restriction of j to B is a pure state.
Let h be a strictly positive contraction in the separable C-algebra L-B-L:
Then hABþ; jðhÞ ¼ 0 and B-kerðjÞ ¼ Bh þ hB: Thus, h þ k is a strictly positive
element of B: If E is the separable C-subalgebra of B generated by h and k; then the
restriction of j to E is a character, because h and k are in the multiplicative domain
of the completely positive map j : A-C: It follows that J :¼ E-kerðjÞ is an ideal
with hAJChBh: Let f :¼ jj2hjj1h: Then b :¼ ð1 f Þ1=2ðk þ f Þð1 f Þ1=2 is a strictly
positive element in E with jðbÞ ¼ 1 and jjbjjpjjb þ f 2jjp1; because jð f Þ ¼ 0;
1=2pð1 f Þ and ð1 f Þ1=2kð1 f Þ1=2p1 f : We get that b1=2f 2b1=2pbð1 bÞ and
jðbð1 bÞÞ ¼ 0; i.e., bð1 bÞAJ: Since b1=2f 2b1=2 is a strictly positive element of J; it
follows that bð1 bÞXb1=2f 2b1=2 is a strictly positive element of J: Since hAJChBh;
we get that bð1 bÞ is a strictly positive element of hBh: Thus, b is a strictly positive
element of B with jðbÞ ¼ 1; jjbjj ¼ 1; Bh ¼ Bbð1 bÞ and B-kerðjÞ ¼ bð1 bÞB þ
Bbð1 bÞ: Since jjbnð1 bÞjjo1=n (by functional calculus), we get
limn-Njjbndbn  jðdÞb2njj ¼ 0 for dAB: &
Lemma 2.15. If A and B are C-algebras and if D is a non-zero hereditary C-
subalgebra of the minimal C-algebra tensor product A#B; then there exists
0azAA#B with zzAD and zz ¼ e#f for some non-zero eAAþ and fABþ:
If dADþ and jAA and cAB are pure states with ðj#cÞðdÞ40; then z can be
taken such that, moreover, jðeÞcð f Þ40:
Proof. Let dADþ with jjdjj ¼ 1; and let C :¼ A#B: The minimal C-algebra tensor
product is the spatial tensor product w.r.t. the direct sum of irreducible
representations (as follows e.g. from [46, Proposition 1.22.9]). Thus, there are pure
states j on A and c on B such that ðj#cÞðdÞ40:
We assume from now on that we are given a ﬁxed contraction dADþ and ﬁxed
pure states j and c with ðj#cÞðdÞ40 (to prove also the second part). Then
a :¼ ðj#idBÞðdÞABþ is a non-zero contraction and 0ocðaÞpjjajj:
Let d :¼ cðaÞ=2 and f :¼ ða  dÞ2þ: Thus, 0odp1=2; fABþ and cð f Þ40; because
cð f Þ1=2Xcð f 1=2ÞXcðaÞ  d40:
There exists a separable C-subalgebra G of A such that d is in the closure of
G}B; because d is the limit of sequence in A}B: By Lemma 2.14, there exists bAAþ
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such that jjbjj ¼ 1 ¼ jðbÞ and jjbncbn  jðcÞb2njj tends to zero for every cAG: The
maps
Tn : yAA#B/ðbn#1Þyðbn#1Þ  ðb2n#ðj#idÞðyÞÞ
converge on G#B pointwise to zero, because Tn is a difference of completely
positive contractions on C and tends on G}B pointwise to zero.
Thus, there exists n with jjTnðdÞjjod2; i.e., ðb2n#aÞ  d2pðbn#1Þdðbn#1Þ
in the unitization of C: With g :¼ b2n and t :¼ d1=2ðbn#1Þðg#aÞ  d2Þ1=2þ ; we get
ððg#aÞ  d2Þ2þptt and tCtCd1=2Ad1=2CD:
Now let e :¼ ðg  dÞ2þAAþ: Since jðgÞ ¼ jjgjj ¼ 1; gX0 and 0odp1=2; we get
jðeÞXð1 dÞ240:
On the other hand, e#fpððg#aÞ  d2ÞþÞ2 by functional calculus.
If t ¼ ðttÞ1=2v is the polar decomposition of t in the second conjugate of C; then
vxvAtCtCD and vx1=2AC for every xAC with 0pxptt; because x1=2 is in the
norm closure of tCt and vt ¼ ðttÞ1=2:
Since e#fptt we get that z ¼ vððg  dÞþ#ða  dÞþÞ is in A#B; and e; f ; z
satisfy zz ¼ e#f ; zzAD and jðeÞcð f Þ40: &
Proposition 2.16. Given two C-algebras A and B; the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) For every primitive ideal I vA#B and every dAðA#BÞþ\I there are pure states
j on A and c on B such that ðj#cÞðIÞ ¼ 0 and ðj#cÞðdÞ40:
(ii) Every closed ideal J of A#B is the closure of the sum of all elementary ideals
J1#J2CJ; where J1CA and J2CB are closed ideals.
(iii) The map
l : ðJ1; J2Þ/ðJ1#BÞ þ ðA#J2Þ
defines a homeomorphism from the Tychonoff product primeðAÞ  primeðBÞ of
primeðAÞ and primeðBÞ onto primeðA#BÞ:
(iv) For every closed ideals I vA and JvB the sequences
I#ðB=JÞ-A#ðB=JÞ-ðA=IÞ#ðB=JÞ
and
ðA=IÞ#J-ðA=IÞ#B-ðA=IÞ#ðB=JÞ
are exact.
Clearly, A must be exact if A and B satisfy (iv) for every C-algebra B:
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Proof. The implication (ii) ) (iv) follows from part (iii) of Lemma 2.12.
(iv))(i) The primitive ideal I is prime. By Lemma 2.13, IA#B þ A#IBCI and I
is contained in the kernel of A#B-ðA=IAÞ#ðB=IBÞ: By the 3 3-lemma it follows
from (iv) that A#B-ðA=IAÞ#ðB=IBÞ has kernel IA#B þ A#IB: Thus, I ¼
A#IB þ IA#B is the kernel of A#B-ðA=IAÞ#ðB=IBÞ: Since deI ; the image d þ I
is a non-zero positive element of ðA=IAÞ#ðB=IBÞ: The irreducible representations
r1#r2 for irreducible representations r1 of A=IA and r2 of B=IB are separating for
ðA=IAÞ#ðB=IBÞ: Thus, there are pure states j on A and c on B such that jðIAÞ ¼ 0;
cðIBÞ ¼ 0 and ðj#cÞðdÞ40:
(i))(ii) Let J0 be the closure of the sum of all elementary ideals which are
contained in J:
Suppose that there exists dAJþ such that d is not in J0: Then there is an irreducible
representation r of A#B with primitive kernel I such that J0CI but deI : By (i)
there are pure states j on A and c on B with j#cðIÞ ¼ 0 and j#cðdÞ40: There
exist eAAþ and fABþ such that jðeÞcð f Þ40 and e#f is in J by Lemma 2.15. Thus,
e#fAI ; which contradicts ðj#cÞðIÞ ¼ 0:
(ii))(iii) The map l is well-deﬁned: the kernel I of A#B-ðA=J1Þ#ðB=J2Þ is
prime for prime J1vA and prime J2vB by part (v) of Lemma 2.13. Thus, (ii)
implies I ¼ A#J2 þ J1#B by part (iii) of Lemma 2.12, i.e., l is a well-deﬁned map
from primeðAÞ  primeðBÞ into primeðA#BÞ:
If I is a given prime ideal of A#B then IAvA and IBvB are primitive ideals
and the kernel K of A#B-ðA=IAÞ#ðB=IBÞ is prime and contains I by
Lemma 2.13. Thus, (ii) implies I ¼ K ¼ IA#B þ A#IB by part (iii) of Lemma
2.12, i.e., l is onto. Part (v) of Lemma 2.13 shows that the inverse of l is given
by I/ðIA; IBÞ:
Every open subset of the Tychonoff product primeðAÞ  primeðBÞ is the union of
Cartesian products ZJ  ZK of open subsets ZJ of primeðAÞ and ZK of primeðBÞ
corresponding to closed ideals JvA and KvB: l maps ZJ  ZK onto the open
subset of primeðA#BÞ which corresponds to J#K : Thus, by (ii), l maps the open
subsets of the Tychonoff product primeðAÞ  primeðBÞ onto the open subsets of
primeðA#BÞ:
(iii))(ii) Follows from the correspondence of open sets of primeðA#BÞ and
closed ideals of A#B: &
Proposition 2.17. Given two C-algebras A and B; each of the following properties
imply the equivalent properties (i)–(iv) in Proposition 2.16.
(1) For I vA and JvB the sequences LðHÞ#I-LðHÞ#A-LðHÞ#ðA=IÞ and
LðHÞ#J-LðHÞ#B-LðHÞ#ðB=JÞ are exact.
(2) A or B are exact.
(3) A and B are locally reflexive.
(4) B is simple and for every ideal I vA the sequence I#B-A#B-ðA=IÞ#B is
exact.
(5) A is locally reflexive and B is simple.
(6) A and B are simple.
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Proof. (1) The exactness of the sequence LðHÞ#I-LðHÞ#A-LðHÞ#ðA=IÞ
implies that for every C-algebra C the sequence C#I-C#A-C#ðA=IÞ is exact,
cf. [48, Proposition 2.6] or [25, Lemma 3.9].
(2) If A is exact, then every quotient A=I of A is exact (cf. [26, Proposition 7.1(ii)]
or [48, Corollary 9.3]), i.e., the sequence ðA=IÞ#J-ðA=IÞ#B-ðA=IÞ#ðB=JÞ is
exact. Every exact C-algebra is locally reﬂexive (cf. [26, Remark above Theorem 7.2]
or [48, Proposition 5.1]), which implies the exactness of LðHÞ#I-LðHÞ#A-
LðHÞ#ðA=IÞ for every I vA by [21]. Thus, I#ðB=JÞ-A#ðB=JÞ-
ðA=IÞ#ðB=JÞ is exact for every I vA:
(3) If A is locally reﬂexive, thenLðHÞ#I-LðHÞ#A-LðHÞ#ðA=IÞ is exact
for I vA; see [21].
(5) implies (4) in the same way. (6) implies (4), and (4) implies (iv) of Proposition
2.16. &
Lemma 2.18. Suppose that the natural map from primeðAÞ#primeðBÞ into
primeðA#BÞ is an isomorphism, D is a hereditary C-subalgebra of A#B and I is
a primitive ideal of A#B which does not contain D:
Then there are non-zero gAAþ; hABþ; tAA#B and pure states j on A and c on B
such that
(i) ðj#cÞðIÞ ¼ 0;
(ii) ttAD; tt ¼ g#h;
(iii) jðgÞ ¼ jjgjj ¼ 1 and cðhÞ ¼ jjhjj ¼ 1:
Proof. There exists dADþ\I : By (i) of Proposition 2.16 there are pure states j0 on
A and c0 on B such that ðj0#c0ÞðIÞ ¼ 0 and ðj0#c0ÞðdÞ40: By Lemma 2.15
there are zAA#B; eAAþ; fABþ with zzAdðA#BÞd; zz ¼ e#f ; j0ðeÞ40 and
c0ð f Þ40:
Let jðaÞ :¼ j0ðe1=2ae1=2Þ=j0ðeÞ and cðbÞ :¼ c0ð f 1=2bf 1=2Þ=c0ð f Þ: Then j and c
are pure states on A; respectively B: The restrictions to eAe; respectively fBf ; have
norm one. Thus, the restrictions are pure states on eAe; respectively fBf : By Lemma
2.14 there are gAeAe and hAfBf which satisfy (iii). Now let z ¼ wðe1=2#f 1=2Þ be the
polar decomposition of z in the second conjugate of A#B and deﬁne t by
t :¼ wðg1=2#h1=2Þ ¼ lim
n-N
zðððe þ 1=nÞ1=2g1=2Þ#ð f þ 1=nÞ1=2h1=2ÞÞAA#B: &
Lemma 2.19. Let bAAþ be a positive element such that, for every non-negative
function fAC0ðð0; jjbjjÞ; there is no non-zero tracial state on f ðbÞAf ðbÞ:
Then for every dAð0; 1Þ and nAN there are elements d1;y; dnAA such that
b Pdj bdj  pd; Pjjdj dj jjpd1jjbjj and Pdjdj  pðndÞ1jjbjj:
Proof. We may suppose ba0: For dA½0; jjbjjÞ let p denote the support projection of
ðb  dÞþ in A: Then jjbp  bjjpd: Since p is the unit element of the second
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conjugate of the closure of ðb  dÞþAðb  dÞþ and since ðb  dÞþAðb  dÞþÞ has no
non-zero tracial state, p is a properly inﬁnite projection in A; which commutes with
b; and ð1 pÞ þ b1=2p has an inverse cAA of norm pd1=2: Thus, cð1Þ ¼ p for
some -morphism c : ON-A: If s1; s2;y are the canonical generators of ON
and nAN let dj :¼ n1=2ccðsjÞb1=2 for j ¼ 1;y; n: Then
P
dj bdj ¼ bp andP
djd

j pn1jjbjjc2: In particular, jjdj djjjp
P
djd

j
  pðndÞ1jjbjj: &
Remark 2.20. It is likely that one can prove the following stronger result: suppose
that b is a positive element in a von Neumann algebra M such that for every
projection p in the center of M and every cACðbÞþ the support projection of cp is
zero or inﬁnite in M: Then for every e40 there are partial isometries s; tAM such
that ss ¼ tt ¼ ss þ tt; jjbs  sbjjoe jjbt  tbjjoe; jjsbtjjoe and ss is the support
projection of b in M:
The following lemma is a generalization of [22, Theorem 2.4]. Its assumption
means that every lower semi-continuous additive trace t : Aþ-½0;þN takes only
the values 0 and þN:
Lemma 2.21. Suppose that for every hereditary C-subalgebra D of A every tracial
positive linear functional on D is zero. Then for every aAAþ and m40 the element
ða  mÞþ#1 is properly infinite or zero in A#CredðF2Þ:
Proof. Fix mAð0; jjajjÞ and let b :¼ ða  mÞþ: We consider the set X of ﬁnite sequences
d1;y; dnAA; nAN: Deﬁne kðd1;yÞAA2 :¼ A"A by b 
P
dj bdj;
P
djd

j
	 

:
The set X can be considered in different ways as a dense subset of the standard
Hilbert-A-module HA: This allows to check that
(i) the image of k : X-A2 is convex,
(ii) if one deﬁnes k : Y-ðAÞ2DðA2Þ similarly for the set of ﬁnite sequences Y in
HA ; then kðXÞ is weakly dense in kðYÞ; and
(iii) The norm-closure of kðY Þ contains zero by Lemma 2.19.
Thus, we can use a Hahn–Banach separation argument, to deduce from (i)–(iii)
that, for eAð0; 1Þ; there are nAN and d1;y; dnAA such that b 
P
dj bdj
  oe andP
djd

j
  oe2:
Let s1; s2;y be the canonical generators of ON: Consider the elements f1 :¼
d1#s1 þ?þ dn#sn; f2 :¼ d1#s1 þ?þ dn#sn; g1 :¼ d1#snþ1 þ?þ dn#s2n
and g2 :¼ d1#snþ1 þ?þ dn#s2n of A#ON: Then jj f2jj2 ¼
P
djd

j
  oe2;
jjg2jjoe2; jjb#1 f 1 ðb#1Þf1jj ¼ b 
P
dj bdj
  oe; jjb#1 g1ðb#1Þg1jjoe and
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f 1 ðb#1Þg1 ¼ 0: This implies that jjðb1=2#1Þf1jj2o1þ jjbjj and jjðb1=2#1Þg1jj2o
1þ jjbjj:
The elements b#1; f :¼ f 2 þ f1 ¼
P
dj#ðsj þ sjÞ and g :¼ g2 þ g1 are in the C-
subalgebra A#Cð1; x1; x2;yÞ of A#ON; where xn :¼ ðsn þ snÞ=2 for nAN:
As pointed out in [22], Cð1; x1; x2;yÞ is naturally isomorphic to the inﬁnite
reduced free productVN of Cð½1; 1Þ (with respect to the semi-circular state on it)
and there are unital embeddingsVNCCr ðFNÞCCr ðF2Þ: Thus, b#1; f and g can be
considered as elements of A#Cr ðF2Þ:
The above estimates show jjb#1 f ðb#1Þf jjo3ðjjbjj þ 1Þe; jjb#1
gðb#1Þgjjo3ðjjbjj þ 1Þe and jj f ðb#1Þgjjoð3þ 2jjbjjÞe: Since eAð0; 1Þ was arbi-
trary, the element b#1 is properly inﬁnite in A#Cr ðF2Þ: &
2.9. Quasi-traces
In order to study the different possible generalizations of pure inﬁniteness to the
non-simple case, let us recall some deﬁnitions of Blackadar and Handelman [5],
Cuntz [14] and Haagerup [22], which we modify for our needs. Later we prefer to
work with lower semi-continuous quasi-traces (in the sense of Deﬁnition 2.22).
Therefore we outline some results concerning characterizations of 2-quasi-traces
and ‘‘traceless’’ algebras. Some results (e.g. of Haagerup) and open problems are
mentioned.
Deﬁnition 2.22. A local quasi-trace on a C-algebra A is a function t : Aþ-½0;N ¼
Rþ,fNg which satisﬁes tðddÞ ¼ tðddÞ for all dAA and tða þ bÞ ¼ tðaÞ þ tðbÞ if
there is a self-adjoint element fAA such that the two positive elements a; bAAþ are in
the C-subalgebra Cð f Þ of A:
The local quasi-trace t is said to be:
* a quasi-trace if tða þ bÞ ¼ tðaÞ þ tðbÞ for all commuting positive elements
a; bAAþ;
* a 2-quasi-trace if it extends to a quasi-trace t2 on M2ðAÞ with t2ða#e1;1Þ ¼ tðaÞ
for all aAAþ;
* trivial if it takes only the values 0 andN: (We call the C-algebra A traceless if
every lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace on A is trivial.);
* semi-finite if the set Dom1=2ðtÞ :¼ faAA; tðaaÞoNg is dense in A;
* bounded if Dom1=2ðtÞ ¼ A; i.e., tðAþÞC½0;NÞ;
* faithful if tðaÞ40 for non-zero aAAþ; i.e., the set It :¼ faAA; tðaaÞ ¼ 0g is 0;
* locally lower semi-continuous if tðaÞ ¼ supt40 tðða  tÞþÞ for aAAþ: (Then t is
order preserving and lower semi-continuous on Aþ in the norm-topology on Aþ
by Remarks 2.27(iii) and (iv).)
Every bounded local quasi-trace (respectively quasi-trace) t on Aþ extends
uniquely to a uniformly continuous map te : A-C such that teðaÞ ¼ tðaÞ for aAAþ;
teðbÞ ¼ teðbÞ for bAA and te is linear on every C-subalgebra CðhÞ of A for
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selfadjoint hAA (respectively te is linear on every commutative C-subalgebra of AÞ:
If t is a bounded quasi-trace te fulﬁlls the original deﬁnition [5, Deﬁnition II.1.1] of
quasi-traces (respectively of 2-quasi-traces if t is a 2-quasi-trace). But it follows from
[1] that there is a bounded local quasi-trace tA on Cð½0; 1  ½0; 1Þþ which is not
additive and does not have additively closed It: By Proposition 2.25, this also implies
also the existence of a bounded quasi-trace which is not a 2-quasi-trace.
We introduce a function t/Qðt; tÞA½0;N for local quasi-traces t and tAð0; 1:
Qðt; tÞ :¼ supftða þ bÞ; a; bAAþ; jjajj; jjbjjp1; tðaÞ þ tðbÞptg: ð2:6Þ
Then Qðt; tÞ is increasing in t and tða þ bÞpðinf t Qðt; tÞ=tÞmaxfjjajj; jjbjj;
tðaÞ þ tðbÞg:
Deﬁnition 2.23. A (not necessarily bounded) local rank function on a C-algebra A is
a function D : Aþ-½0;N which satisﬁes the following conditions:
(1) DðaÞ ¼ DðaaÞ ¼ DðaÞ ¼ DðtaÞ for aAA and t40;
(2) DðeÞpDð f Þ ¼ Dð f þ eÞ for 0pf ; 0pe ¼ ef ;
(3) DðbÞ ¼ DðbþÞ þ DðbÞ for b ¼ b;
(4) D is locally lower semi-continuous, i.e., DðaÞ ¼ supd40 Dðða  dÞþÞ for aAAþ;
and
(5) D is locally sub-additive, i.e., Dðc þ dÞpDðcÞ þ DðdÞ if there exists some
selfadjoint bAA such that c; d are both in CðbÞþCA:
A local rank function D is said to be:
* a (lower semi-continuous, unbounded) rank function if D is weakly sub-additive,
i.e., Dðc þ dÞpDðcÞ þ DðdÞ for all commuting c; dAAþ;
* sub-additive if Dðc þ dÞpDðcÞ þ DðdÞ for all c; dAAþ;
* bounded (respectively trivial, semi-finite, faithful) if DðAÞC½0;NÞ (respectively
DðAÞCf0;Ng; Dðða  eÞþÞoN for aAAþ and e40; DðaÞ40 for aa0Þ:
A (lower semi-continuous, semi-ﬁnite) dimension function on A means a semi-ﬁnite
local rank function on A#K:
Our rank functions are (unbounded and lower semi-continuous) generalizations of
the bounded weakly sub-additive rank functions deﬁned in [5], cf. Remark 2.27(ii).
A dimension function is automatically a sub-additive rank function on A#K; cf.
Remark 2.27(viii), and is determined by its restrictions to
S
n MnðAminÞ; where Amin
denotes the Pedersen ideal, i.e., the minimal dense ideal of A: There D takes values in
½0;NÞ: This restriction satisﬁes the axioms for a dimension function in [14] except
the existence of a full hereditary C-subalgebra B of A where DjB is ﬁnite (B exists
automatically in the case of simple AÞ:
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We introduce here a later often needed function gdAC0ðð0;NÞ which is given by
gdðtÞ ¼
0 if 0ptpd;
ðt  dÞ=d if dptp2d;
1 if 2dpt:
8><>: ð2:7Þ
For every local quasi-trace t the formula
DtðaÞ :¼ sup
d40
tðgdððaaÞ1=2ÞÞ ¼ sup
t40
lim
n-N
tððaaÞ  tÞ1=nþ Þ ð2:8Þ
deﬁnes a local rank function on A; cf. Remark 2.27(iv). Conversely, local rank
functions D on Aþ deﬁne locally lower semi-continuous local quasi-traces tD by
tDðaÞ :¼
Z N
0þ
Dðða  tÞþÞ dt; ð2:9Þ
where tDðaÞ :¼N if Dðða  tÞþÞ ¼N for some t40: Moreover, tD is additive on
the, positive elements in commutative C-subalgebras CCA if D is sub-additive on
C; cf. Remark 2.27(iii). Thus, tD is a quasi-trace if D is weakly sub-additive. A look
to the related outer Caratheodory–Radon measures (on the open sub-sets of
SpecðaÞ\f0gÞ shows that for locally l.s.c. local quasi-traces t and for arbitrary local
rank functions D the following holds:
t ¼ tDt and D ¼ DtD : ð2:10Þ
In the following proposition a local AW-algebra means a C-algebra B of real
rank zero such that pBp is an AW-algebra for every projection pAB:
Proposition 2.24. Let t : Aþ-½0;N be a locally lower semi-continuous local quasi-
trace. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) t is a lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace.
(ii) tða þ bÞ1=2ptðaÞ1=2 þ tðbÞ1=2 for every a; bAAþ:
(iii) tða þ bÞp2ðtðaÞ þ tðbÞÞ for every a; bAAþ:
(iv) inf t40 Qðt; tÞ ¼ 0:
(v) There are a closed ideal I of A; a -homomorphism j from I into a local AW-
algebra B and a faithful semi-finite lower semi-continuous quasi-trace t1 on Bþ
such that tðaÞ ¼ t1ðjðaÞÞ for aAIþ and tðaÞ ¼N for aAAþ\I :
(vi) There is a closed ideal I of A and -homomorphism c from I into a C-algebra C
of real rank zero and a locally lower semi-continuous local quasi-trace t1 on Cþ
such that tðaÞ ¼ t1ðcðaÞÞ for aAIþ and tðaÞ ¼N for aAAþ\I :
(vii) The local rank function Dt of t is sub-additive.
(viii) There exists k40 such that kDtða þ bÞpDtðaÞ þ DtðbÞ for a; bAA:
(ix) The closure J of Dom1=2ðtÞ is an ideal and there is a unique dimension function
D :
S
MnðJminÞ-½0;NÞ; where Jmin is the Pedersen ideal of J; such that
tðaÞ ¼ RN0þ Dðða  tÞþ#e1;1Þdt for aAJþ and tðaÞ ¼N if aAAþ\J:
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Clearly, Proposition 2.24 implies that l.s.c. dimension functions correspond 1–1 to
l.s.c. 2-quasi-traces, that all bounded sub-additive rank functions or 2-quasi-traces
on A come from homomorphisms from A into ﬁnite AW-algebras [23], that every
locally l.s.c. local quasi-trace on a C-algebra of real rank zero is a l.s.c. 2-quasi-
trace, and that our definition of ‘‘A is traceless’’ in 2.22 is equivalent to [35, Deﬁnition
4.2], cf. Remark 2.27(viii).
Proposition 2.25. Let Cð½0; 1Þ  Cð½0; 1Þ denote the unital full free C-algebra
product and let p be the natural -epimorphism from Cð½0; 1Þ  Cð½0; 1Þ onto
Cð½0; 1  ½0; 1Þ:
Then for every bounded local quasi-trace t on Cð½0; 1  ½0; 1Þ the lift tp is a
bounded quasi-trace on Cð½0; 1Þ  Cð½0; 1Þ
In particular, tAp is a bounded quasi-trace which is not a 2-quasi-trace, and there is a
trivial l.s.c. quasi-trace which is not a trace.
(Here tA on Cð½0; 1  ½0; 1Þ is a non-linear quasi-state as deﬁned in [1].) A proof
of Propositions 2.24 and 2.25 will be given in [32]. But we outline in Remarks 2.28
the non-trivial parts of the proof of 2.24.
Lemma 2.26. If c; dAAþ and ZX0 satisfy c  Zpd then for every d40 and every
function fAC0ðð0; jjcjjÞþ there is xAA such that then xx ¼ f ððc  Z 2dÞþÞ;
xxgdðdÞ ¼ xx:
Proof. Let e :¼ ðc  Z 2dÞþ; h :¼ ðd  2dÞþe and vðhhÞ1=2 the polar-decomposi-
tion of h in the second conjugate A of A: The element x :¼ vf ðeÞ1=2 is as desired,
because gdðdÞv ¼ v; hhXe3; vve ¼ e and x is in hA ¼ vðhhÞA: &
Remarks 2.27. (i) The property (1) of Deﬁnition 2.23 reduces all considerations on
local rank functions to positive elements. It says also DðzaÞ ¼ DðaÞ for complex
za0: (3) implies Dð0Þ ¼ 0:
Lemma 2.26 and (1)–(5) yield further properties of local rank functions:
(6) DðaÞpsupfDðbnÞ; nANg if a; b1; b2;yAAþ and for every e40 there exist nAN;
d40 and xAA such that xx ¼ ða  eÞþ; gdðbnÞx ¼ x:
(7) Dð f ðbÞÞpDðbÞ for bAAþ; fAC0ðð0; jjbjjÞ:
(8) DðaÞpDðbÞ for 0papb:
(9) D is lower semi-continuous: DðaÞpsupnfDðanÞg if an converges to a:
(10) DðaÞpDðbÞ if a is in the closure of the set fxby; x; yAAg:
(11) Dða þ bÞ ¼ DðaÞ þ DðbÞ for a; bAA with ba ¼ 0 ¼ ab:
(12) DðabÞpminðDðaÞ; DðbÞÞ for a; bAA:
D is a sub-additive rank function if there is a local rank function D2 on M2ðAÞ with
DðaÞ ¼ D2ða#e1;1Þ for aAA: (by (10) and [5, Proposition 1.1.7]).
(ii) If DðAÞC½0;NÞ; i.e., if D is ‘‘bounded’’, then jjDjj :¼ supfDðaÞ; aAAgoN; as
follows from (1) and (8) by an obvious indirect argument. Thus, bounded and weakly
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sub-additive local rank functions are, up to normalization, just the rank functions in the
sense of [5, Deﬁnition I.1.2].
(iii) A local rank function D : Aþ-½0;N deﬁnes a local quasi-trace
tD : Aþ-½0;N by the formula (2.9). tD is order preserving and lower semi-
continuous with respect to the norm-topology on Aþ and is additive on the positive
part of every commutative C-subalgebra CCA on which D is sub-additive. In
particular, tD is a quasi-trace if D is weakly sub-additive.
(iv) If t is a local quasi-trace on A then tðaÞ :¼ supd40 tðða  dÞþÞ is a locally l.s.c.
local quasi-trace on Aþ and formula (2.8) deﬁnes a map Dt from A into ½0;þN
which satisﬁes (1)–(5) of Deﬁnition 2.23. It holds Dt ¼ Dt ; tDt ¼ t: Thus, t is
order preserving and lower semi-continuous on Aþ by Remark (iii). It is a quasi-
trace (respectively 2-quasi-trace) if t is a quasi-trace (respectively 2-quasi-trace).
In general Dom1=2ðtÞCDom1=2ðtÞ; the norm closure of Dom1=2ðtÞ contains
Dom1=2ðtÞ and tðða  dÞþÞoN for every positive element a in the norm closure
of Dom1=2ðtÞ and every d40:
(v) Bounded local quasi-traces t are order preserving and lower semi-continuous,
because they are automatically locally lower semi-continuous. This allows to see that
jjtjj :¼ supftðaÞ; aAAþ; jjajjp1goN; tðaÞpjjtjj  jjajj and jtðaÞ  tðbÞjpjjtjj  jja 
bjj for a; bAAþ: Then t extends to a uniformly continuous function on A by
teða þ ibÞ :¼ tðaþÞ  tðaÞ þ itðbþÞ  itðbÞ for selfadjoint a; bAA: If A is unital
and tð1Þ ¼ 1 then te is a (central) quasi-state in the sense of [1].
(vi) If t is a 2-quasi-trace, then t satisﬁes
tða þ bÞ1=2ptðaÞ1=2 þ tðbÞ1=2 for a; bAAþ
(the proof of [22, Lemma 3.5(1)] works also in the unbounded case). It follows that t
is 2-additive, i.e.,
tða þ bÞp2ðtðaÞ þ tðbÞÞ for a; bAAþ
hence the set It :¼ faAA; tðaaÞ ¼ 0g is a closed two-sided ideal in A; and Dom1=2ðtÞ
is an algebraic -ideal of A and the Pedersen ideal Jmin of the closure J of Dom1=2ðtÞ
is contained in the set faAA : DtðaÞoNg: In general, Dom1=2ðtÞ is not a sub-set of
faAA : DtðaÞoNg:
(vii) The following elementary reductions to the unital case is inspired by [28] and
are easily veriﬁed. One could also use results of [5] and extensions of bounded sub-
additive rank functions.
If A is not unital, t is a bounded quasi-trace on Aþ and c is a positive contraction
in the center of A which is strictly positive for A; then *tðbÞ :¼ supn tðc1=nbÞ is an
extension of t to a bounded quasi-trace on MðAÞþ: The extension *t is a 2-quasi-
trace, (respectively an additive trace) if t is such. The extension t2 to M2ðAÞþ is
unique if the extension *t2 to M2ðMðAÞÞ is unique. (Note that c#12 deﬁnes gðt2Þ:)
This together with Remark (iv) implies the following.
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Let t be an unbounded lower semi-continuous quasi-trace on Aþ; then t is a 2-
quasi-trace (respectively is an additive trace) if and only if the closure of Dom1=2ðtÞ is
an ideal and, for every b; c; dAAþ with bc ¼ b; cd ¼ c; jjdjjp1 and tðdÞoN; the
extension to ðC1þ CðbAb; cÞÞþCMðCðbAb; cÞÞ of the restriction of t to
CðbAb; cÞCA (as deﬁned above) is a 2-quasi-trace (respectively is an additive
trace). Moreover, an l.s.c. extension tn of t to MnðAÞþ with tðaÞ ¼ tnða#e1;1Þ is
unique if all the extensions of the local restrictions have unique extensions to
MnðC1þ CðbAb; cÞÞþ:
(viii) If one uses the above reduction to the unital case and [5] or the ultrapowers
of t as in the below given Remarks 2.28(ix) and compares them with the ultrapowers
of its possible extension to MnðAÞþ; then one gets the following results on extensions
of l.s.c. 2-quasi-traces and its uniqueness.
For every l.s.c. 2-quasi-trace t on Aþ and every nAN there is a unique l.s.c.
2-quasi-trace tn on MnðAÞþ with tðaÞ ¼ tnða#e1;1Þ for aAAþ:
Let J denote the closure of Dom1=2ðtÞ and Jmin the minimal dense ideal (Pedersen
ideal) of J: By Lemma 2.26, for every element b in the Pedersen ideal ðJ#KÞmin of
J#K there is nAN; a positive contraction cAJþ; d40 and a contraction dAJ#K
with ddðgdðcÞ#1Þ ¼ dd and ddb ¼ b ¼ bdd: Since tðða  dÞþÞoN and
Dtðða  dÞþÞoN for aAJþ one obtains that there are a unique semi-finite l.s.c.
quasi-traces %t on ðJ#KÞþ and a unique semi-finite l.s.c. dimension function D on
J#K such that tðaÞ :¼ %tða#e1;1Þ and DtðaÞ ¼ Dða#e1;1Þ for aAJþ. Moreover,
%tðcÞoN and DðdÞoN for c; dAðJ#KÞmin; cX0; and D is determined by its
restriction Dj to
S
n MnðJminÞ; takes there ﬁnite values. Dj is l.s.c. and satisﬁes the
requirements of a dimension function in [14] (except the existence of a full hereditary
C-subalgebra of J where Dj is bounded).
Thus, t (respectively DtÞ is determined by J and %t : ðJ#KÞþ-½0;N (respectively
D : J#K-½0;NÞ because tðbÞ ¼ DtðbÞ ¼N for bAAþ\J:
Since the l.s.c. sub-additive rank functions D with ﬁnite values on the Pedersen
ideal Jmin of a given closed ideals J of A are in one-to-one correspondence to l.s.c.
dimension functions D on
S
n MnðJminÞ; and are in one-to-one correspondence to
general l.s.c. 2-quasi-traces on A; it follows that our deﬁnition of ‘‘A is traceless’’ in
2.22 is equivalent to [35, Deﬁnition 4.2]. Moreover, A is traceless if and only if for
every s-unital hereditary C-subalgebra BCA every bounded 2-quasi-trace on Bþ is
zero: indeed, a l.s.c. 2-quasi-trace t on Aþ takes a value 0otðaÞoN at aAAþ if and
only if for all sufﬁciently small dAð0; jjajjÞ the restriction of t to ða  dÞþAða  dÞþ is
bounded and non-zero.
Semi-ﬁnite lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-traces t on Aþ are in one-to-one
correspondence to lower semi-continuous dimension functions D on A#K: Every
semi-ﬁnite l.s.c. 2-quasi-trace on the positive part of a full hereditary C-subalgebra
of A extends uniquely to a semi-ﬁnite l.s.c. 2-quasi-trace on Aþ: Clearly, the
restriction of a semi-ﬁnite 2-quasi-trace to a hereditary C-subalgebras is again a
semi-ﬁnite 2-quasi-trace. In conjunction with [4] it follows that a simple C-algebra A
is stably ﬁnite if and only if there exists a faithful semi-ﬁnite l.s.c. 2-quasi-trace on A:
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Remark 2.28. Here we list the key ideas for the non-trivial parts of the proof of
Proposition 2.24. A detailed proof can be found in [32].
(i) If D is a local rank function on A; a; bAAþ; and there is k40 such that
kDð f þ gÞpDð f Þ þ DðgÞ for f ; gACða; bÞþ; then
k1=2tDða þ bÞ1=2ptDðaÞ1=2 þ tDðbÞ1=2:
(Use (8) and (1) to get kDðða þ b  tÞþÞpDðða  t=ð1þ xÞÞþÞ þ Dððb  xt=
ð1þ xÞÞþÞ for x; t40: Transformations in (2.9) show ktDða þ bÞpð1þ xÞtDðaÞþ
ð1þ 1=xÞtDðbÞ:)
(ii) Local rank functions on C-algebras A of real rank zero are determined
by the values on its projections and are sub-additive rank functions: DðaÞ ¼
supfDðpÞ; pAProjðaAaÞg: Conversely, every function D on the projections in A with
values in ½0;N such that DðpÞ ¼ DðqÞ if pBq (Murray–von Neumann equivalence)
and Dðp þ qÞ ¼ DðpÞ þ DðqÞ for projections p; qAA with pq ¼ 0 determines a sub-
additive rank function D on A in the sense of Deﬁnition 2.23.
If A has moreover stable rank one then for every local rank function D on A there
is a unique sub-additive rank function Dn on MnðAÞ with Dnða#e1;1Þ ¼ DðaÞ; and
every locally lower semi-continuous local quasi-trace t on A is a lower semi-
continuous 2-quasi-trace.
(iii) For a free ultraﬁlter o on N we deﬁne a lower semi-continuous local quasi-
trace to on cNðAÞþ for a ¼ ða1; a2;yÞX0 by
toðaÞ :¼ sup
t40
lim
o
tððan  tÞþÞ:
(iv) Let ðC1; r1Þ; ðC2; r2Þ;y be a sequence of commutative C-algebras Cn with
positive functionals rn on Cn such that g :¼ supjjrnjjoN and let o be a free
ultraﬁlter on N: One deﬁnes a positive functional ro on cNfCng by roða1; a2;yÞ :¼
limo rnðanÞ:
The ultrapower
Q
o ðCn; rnÞ of C1; C2;y with respect to r1; r2;y is deﬁned by
cNfCng=I where I :¼ faAcNfCng; roðaaÞ ¼ 0g: It is folklore that
Q
o ðCn; rnÞ is a
von Neumann algebra with faithful positive normal functional ½roða þ IÞ :¼ roðaÞ;
e.g. it is a special case of [26, Proposition 2.1].
(v) Suppose that t is a faithful locally lower semi-continuous local quasi-trace Bþ
such that for a; bABþ with ab ¼ a and jjbjjp1 there is a -monomorphism j : N-B
from a commutative von Neumann algebra N into B such that aAjðNÞ; tðjð1ÞÞoN
and tj : Nþ-½0;NÞ extends to a normal positive functional on N: Then B has real
rank zero and stable rank one, pBp is a ﬁnite AW-algebra for every projection pAB;
and t is a faithful semi-ﬁnite lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace on Bþ:
(vi) Suppose that t is a l.s.c. local quasi-trace on Aþ; that J a closed ideal of A with
JCIt and that p is a projection in A=J: Then tðaÞ ¼ tðbÞ if a; bAAþ and
a þ J ¼ p ¼ b þ J: it sufﬁces to consider the restriction of t to Cða; bÞþ: Suppose
A ¼ Cða; bÞ; then A=JDC:p and by Lemma 2.14 there is a contraction
cAAþ such that c þ J ¼ p and c  c2 is a strictly positive element of J: Since
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g1=2ðaÞ  aAJ-CðaÞ and tðg1=2ðaÞÞ ¼ tðaÞ; we can suppose that a is a contraction.
It follows tððca  dÞþÞ ¼ ð1 dÞtðcÞ for dA½0; 1Þ and all a40; limjjc1=nac1=n  ajj ¼ 0
and limjjcnacn  c2njj ¼ 0: Thus, tðaÞ ¼ tðcÞ ¼ tðbÞ:
(vii) Suppose that J is a closed ideal of A and A=J has real rank zero. If t is a semi-
ﬁnite l.s.c. local quasi-trace on Aþ with JCIt then there is a semi-ﬁnite l.s.c. quasi-
trace r on A=J such that rða þ JÞ ¼ tðaÞ for aAAþ: (cf. (vi) and (ii).)
(viii) to is always a local quasi-trace on cNðAÞþ: Ito is an ideal of cNðAÞ if and
only if inf t40 Qðt; tÞ ¼ 0: If inf t40 Qðt; tÞ ¼ 0 then It and Ito are closed ideals,
Dom1=2ðtoÞ and Dom1=2ðtÞ are -ideals.
(ix) If I :¼ Ito is an ideal then J :¼ Dom1=2ðtoÞ is a closed ideal of cNðAÞ: B :¼ J=I
has real rank zero and there is a semi-ﬁnite l.s.c. quasi-trace r on Bþ such that
rða þ IÞ ¼ tðaÞ for aAAþ: Thus, toðaÞ ¼ toðbÞ if a; bAcNðAÞþ and b  aAIþ: For
every pair of bounded sequences a ¼ ða1; a2;yÞ; bAcNðAÞþ with anbn ¼ an; jjbnjjp1
and supnftððbn  tÞþÞgoN for every t40 the quotient N :¼ C=ðI-CÞ of C :¼
cNfCðanÞgCcNðAÞ is a von Neumann algebra and the class map ½to : Nþ-½0;NÞ
extends to a faithful normal positive linear functional f on N with f ðcÞ ¼ rðcÞ for
cACþ: Hence pBp is a ﬁnite AW-algebra for every projection pAB:
Remarks 2.29. (i) A theorem of Haagerup [22] says that every bounded 2-quasi-trace
on a unital exact C-algebra A extends to a (linear) trace on A: One gets that all lower
semi-continuous 2-quasi-traces on (not necessarily unital) exact C-algebras Aþ are
additive traces on Aþ by elementary reductions to the unital case as in Remark
2.27(vii).
(ii) It follows from obvious modiﬁcations of the proofs of [22, Lemmas 5.7, 5.8]
and from Remark 2.28(iii) that for every bounded 2-quasi-trace t on A there
is a bounded 2-quasi-traces t0; on ðA#cNfM2n ; nANgÞþ such that t0ða#bÞ ¼
tðaÞlimo trðbnÞ for aAAþ and b ¼ ðb1; b2;yÞAcNfM2ngþ: Thus, the kernel-ideal It0
contains A#Io and t0 deﬁnes a bounded 2-quasi-trace ½t0 on A#cNfM2ng=A#Io;
where Io :¼ fðb1; b2;yÞAcNfM2ng; limo trðbnbnÞ ¼ 0g:
Since the CAR-algebra M2N is nuclear and is a C
-subalgebra of cNfM2ng=Io; ½t0
induces a bounded 2-quasi-trace t1 on ðA#M2NÞþ such that t1ða#bÞ ¼ tðaÞtrðbÞ:
By the obvious modiﬁcation of [22, Lemma 5.8] and in conjunction with the up–
down theorem (for weakly dense C-subalgebras of von-Neumann algebras with
separable preduals), it follows that there is a bounded 2-quasi-trace t2 on ðA#RÞþ
with r1ða#bÞ ¼ rðaÞtrðbÞ for aADþ and bARþ; where R denotes the hyperﬁnite II1
factor with separable predual.
(iii) Is It a vector space for every ‘‘trivial’’ lower semi-continuous quasi-trace t on
Aþ for every extension 0-C0ðð0; 1;KÞ-A-Cð½0; 1  ½0; 1Þ-0? It is not known
if a stably inﬁnite simple nuclear C-algebra A can admit a non-zero bounded quasi-
trace on Aþ: it cannot be a 2-quasi-trace.
If t is a l.s.c. quasi-trace then a trivial l.s.c. quasi-trace N  t is given by
ðN  tÞðaÞ :¼ 0 if tðaÞ ¼ 0 and ðN  tÞðaÞ :¼N if tðaÞa0; i.e., N  tðaÞ ¼
supt40 ttðaÞ: The map N  t satisﬁes It ¼ Dom1=2ðN  tÞ ¼ INt:
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For arbitrary quasi-traces t one can deﬁne a trivial l.s.c. quasitrace t0 as follows:
let t0ðaÞ ¼ 0 if tðða  dÞþÞoN for every d40 and let t0ðaÞ ¼N otherwise. The set
It0 is the closure of Dom1=2ðtÞ if t is l.s.c.
If we considerN  t; then Proposition 2.24 and Remark 2.28(viii) show that every
l.s.c. quasi-trace is a 2-quasi-trace if the kernel It is an ideal for every trivial l.s.c.
quasi-trace t:
The kernels It of trivial l.s.c. quasi-traces are just all closed sets XCA with
aXbCX for all a; bAA such that the intersections X-C with commutative C-
subalgebras of A are linear subspaces of C: It was a question whether those X are
ideals of A; but the answer is negative by Proposition 2.25.
(iv) Let An ðn ¼ 2; 3;yÞ denote the universal unital C-algebra with generators
a1;y; an; b and deﬁning relations
P
k akðakÞ ¼ 2 and bb þ
P
k ðakÞak ¼ 1: The
logical sum of [22, Lemma 2.1; 34, Proposition 5.7] implies that every bounded
2-quasi-trace is a trace if and only if the unity of An#M2#M3#M4#? is properly
infinite for every n42: Clearly A2 ¼ E2: The An are in a weak sense almost semi-
projective.
(v) Even ﬁnite local quasi-traces on Cð½0; 1  ½0; 1Þ are not quasi-traces: the
bounded local quasi-traces t on commutative unital C-algebras ADCðXÞ (which we
can normalize such that tð1Þ ¼ 1Þ are restrictions to Aþ of quasi-states in the sense of
[1] on A: By [1] there is a non-linear quasi-state tA on B :¼ Cð½0; 1  ½0; 1Þ: An
examination of the ideas in Remarks 2.28 shows that for t :¼ tAjBþ and for the
corresponding to the set Ito is not an ideal of cNðBÞ; i.e., inf t40 Qðt; tÞ40: It follows
also that there is a closed ideal J of cNðBÞ which is contained in the set Ito and elements
a; bAcNðBÞþ such that a  bAJ but toðaÞatoðbÞ: Similar considerations happen for
the bounded quasi-trace tAp on Cð½0; 1Þ  Cð½0; 1Þþ considered in Proposition 2.25.
Lemma 2.30. Suppose that a lower semi-continuous quasi-trace t : A-½0;N is finite
on the positive part of a stable C-subalgebra B of A (i.e., tðbÞA½0;þNÞ for every
bABþÞ:
Then tðaÞ ¼ 0 for every aX0 in the closed ideal of A which is generated by B:
Proof. Since MðBÞ contains a copy of ONDCðs1; s2;yÞ unitally, we haveP
1pkpn tðskaskÞ=kpt
P
m smas

m=m
 
oN for every n40 if aABþ: The divergence
of the harmonic series implies tðaÞ ¼ 0 because tððska1=2Þðska1=2ÞÞ ¼ tðaÞ:
Let R denote the closed linear span of BA: The stability of B implies that every
positive element a of J ¼ spanðABAÞ is of the form a ¼ cc with c in R: By the Cohen
factorization theorem, the non-degenerate B-module R is just the set of products BA
itself; thus, ccpb for some bABþ: A lower semi-continuous quasi-trace is monotone,
cf. Remarks 2.27(iv). Thus, tðaÞ ¼ tðccÞptðbÞ ¼ 0 for aAJþ: &
3. Locally purely inﬁnite tensor products and simple C-algebras
The notion of purely inﬁnite C-algebra was introduced by Cuntz [15, p. 186]. He
deﬁnes a (simple) C-algebra to be purely infinite if every non-zero hereditary
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C-subalgebra contains an inﬁnite projection, i.e., a projection which is Murray–von
Neumann equivalent to a proper subprojection of itself. This is equivalent to our
Deﬁnition 1.1 in the case of simple algebras. This is well-known, but we add here a
self-contained proof of it and show that in the case of simple C-algebras the
property l.p.i. is equivalent to property p.i.
Further, we study the question when A#B is locally purely inﬁnite. We
apply the main result to tensorially non-prime C-algebras and tensor products
with Cr ðF2Þ:
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a non-zero C-algebra. The following statements are
equivalent.
(i) A is simple and every non-zero hereditary C-subalgebra of A contains an infinite
projection.
(ii) AaC; and for a; bAAþ with jjajj ¼ jjbjj ¼ 1 and e40; there exists cAA with
jjcjj ¼ 1 such that jjb  cacjjoe:
(iii) A is simple and locally purely infinite (i.e., A is simple and every non-zero
hereditary C-subalgebra of A contains a non-zero stable C-subalgebra).
Note that the inﬁnite projection p in (i) must also be properly inﬁnite by (ii), i.e., if
s is a partial isometry with ssoss ¼ p; then there exists tAA with tt ¼ p and
ttpp  ss (which implies ts ¼ 0Þ: More generally every inﬁnite projection in a
simple C-algebra is properly inﬁnite, cf. Cuntz [13].
For non-simple C-algebras the equivalence of (i) and (ii) does not hold: The C-
algebra Cðð0; 1;O2Þ is purely inﬁnite in the sense of Deﬁnition 1.1 but it contains no
projection, whereas the unitization of O2#K is purely inﬁnite in the sense of Cuntz
and does not satisfy the criteria of Deﬁnition 1.1 or of Deﬁnition 1.3.
Proof. (i))(iii) Let DCA be a non-zero hereditary C-subalgebra. Then it contains
a C-subalgebra which is isomorphic to the Toeplitz algebra Cðs : ss ¼ 1Þ: Thus,
D also contains an isomorphic copy of K:
(iii))(ii) First of all, AaC; because C does not contain any non-zero stable C-
subalgebra. Let a; bAAþ with jjajj ¼ jjbjj ¼ 1 and 14e40 be given. Put Z :¼ e=3:
Then e ¼ ða  1þ ZÞþAAþ is non-zero and there are by assumption elements
f1; f2;y in the hereditary C-subalgebra D :¼ eAe with f i fj ¼ di; jd for some non-
zero dADþ: Since A is simple, one can ﬁnd g1;y; gnAA with b 
P
gkdgk
  oZ: Let
h :¼P1pkpnfkgk: Then jjhh  bjjoZ and thus 0o1 Zojjhjj2o1þ Z: On the other
hand ða  eÞh ¼ ð1 ZÞh; because hAD and ð1 ZÞ1ða  eÞe ¼ e: Therefore, the
element c :¼ h=jjhjj satisﬁes jjcjj ¼ 1 and
jjcac  bjjpjja  ð1 ZÞ1ða  eÞjj þ j1 jjhjj2j þ jjhh  bjjo3Z ¼ e:
(ii))(i) The compact operators on a Hilbert space H (of dimension 41Þ do not
satisfy the criteria listed under (ii), because a one-dimensional projection is not
equivalent to a two-dimensional projection. The properties of A imply that A is
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simple. If p is a non-zero projection, then the unital C-subalgebra D :¼ pAp
contains a non-zero element bADþ with 0ASpecDðbÞ; because A is not isomorphic to
the compact operators on a Hilbert space. By assumption we ﬁnd cAA with
jjcb2c  pjjo1=2: Then bcpApAp is left-invertible but is not right-invertible in pAp:
This shows that every non-zero projection pAA is inﬁnite.
It sufﬁces now to prove that every non-zero hereditary C-subalgebra E of A
contains a non-zero projection. Take aAEþ with jjajj ¼ 1: Choose contractions cnAA
with jjcna2ncn  a1=njjp1=n: One can then deﬁne a contraction z in cNðEÞ=c0ðEÞ
by the representing sequence zn ¼ ancna1=nAE: If one embeds E naturally
in cNðEÞ=c0ðEÞ as constant sequences, then zza ¼ a; az ¼ z: It entails that
ð1 zzÞ1=2z ¼ 0; ða  a2Þð1 zzÞ1=2 ¼ 0 and ða  a2Þz ¼ 0: Thus, w ¼ zþ
ð1 zzÞ1=2 is an isometry in the unitization of cNðEÞ=c0ðEÞ with wða  a2Þw ¼ 0
and 1 wwAcNðEÞ=c0ðEÞ: It follows that at least one of a or 1 ww must be a
non-zero projection in cNðEÞ=c0ðEÞ: But by functional calculus, a non-zero
projection in cNðEÞ=c0ðEÞ can be represented by a sequence of projections pnAE;
where at least one of the projections is non-zero. &
The trick with w in the last part of the above proof is quoted to Rieffel, but it was
also used by Blackadar and Cuntz [4] to show that stable simple C-algebras without
any non-trivial lower semi-continuous dimension function contain a (properly)
inﬁnite projection.
It was for a long time an open problem whether stably inﬁnite simple C-algebras
are purely inﬁnite, but R^rdam [45] constructed a nuclear, simple and stable C-
algebra which contains both inﬁnite and non-zero ﬁnite projections. Thus, the
absence of non-trivial lower semi-continuous dimension functions on a stable C-
algebra A does not imply that A is locally purely inﬁnite.
A dichotomy between existence of non-trivial lower semi-continuous traces and
pure inﬁniteness is established in Corollary 3.11 for certain exact simple algebras.
Before we study the permanence of l.p.i. with respect to tensor products. This is non-
trivial because in general A#B is not locally purely inﬁnite if B is strongly purely
inﬁnite, cf. [31].
Remark 3.2. We say that A is strictly anti-liminal if every quotient of A is anti-
liminal. Equivalently this means that the image of every irreducible representation of
A has zero intersection with the compact operators. It follows that every non-zero
hereditary C-subalgebra D of a strictly anti-liminal C-algebra A is again strictly
anti-liminal.
Lemma 3.3. Let j be a pure state on a strictly anti-liminal C-algebra A and aAAþ be
a non-zero positive element with jðaÞ ¼ jjajj:
Then for every nAN there exists a morphism l : E :¼ C0ðð0; 1; MnÞ-aAa such that
for f2 :¼ lðh0#e21Þ the restriction of j to lðEÞAlðEÞDf 2 Af2#Mn is non-zero and is
(up to isomorphism) of form ðjj f 2 Af2Þ#r0; where r0 : ½ai; j /a1;1:
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In particular, jð f 2 f2Þ40:
Recall that h0 was deﬁned in Subsection 2.3.
Proof. Since 0ojjajj ¼ jðaÞ; the restriction c of j to D :¼ aAa is a pure state. The
irreducible cyclic representation d :D-LðHÞ with cyclic vector x corresponding to
c is of inﬁnite dimension, because D is strictly anti-liminal. Let x1 :¼ x;y; xn be n
ortho-normal elements of H and let I :Cn-H the isometry deﬁned by them. As
noted at the end of Subsection 2.3 there is a morphism l :C0ðð0; 1; MnÞ-D such
that /dðlð f ÞÞxj ; xkS ¼ f ð1Þjk for fAC0ðð0; 1; MnÞ: Under the natural isomorphism
lðC0ðð0; 1; MnÞÞAlðC0ðð0; 1; MnÞÞDf 2 Af2#Mn
the restriction of j becomes ðjj f 2 Af2Þ#r0: &
Remark 3.4. Let c ¼ vðccÞ1=2 ¼ ðccÞ1=2v be the polar decomposition of cAA in
the enveloping von Neumann algebra A; then the map d/vdv deﬁnes an
isomorphism from the hereditary C-subalgebra generated by cc onto the hereditary
C-subalgebra generated by cc (cf. e.g. [34, Lemma 2.4]).
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that A and B satisfy the following conditions; then the spatial
C-algebra tensor product A#B is locally purely infinite.
(i) The natural map from primeðAÞ  primeðBÞ into primeðA#BÞ is an isomorph-
ism.
(ii) A is strictly anti-liminal, i.e., every irreducible representation of A has zero
intersection with the compact operators.
(iii) For every primitive ideal J of B and bABþ\J there exists nAN such that for every
primitive ideal I of A and for every non-zero positive element aAAþ\I there
exists a stable C-subalgebra CCaAa#Mn#bBb which is not contained in
ðI#Mn#BÞ þ ðA#Mn#JÞ:
Proof. Let K be a primitive ideal of A#B and dAðA#BÞþ\K: Let D :¼ dðA#BÞd:
By (i) and Lemma 2.18 there are non-zero a0AAþ; bABþ; tAA#B and pure states j
on A and c on B such that ðj#cÞðKÞ ¼ 0; ttAD; tt ¼ a0#b; jða0Þ ¼ jja0jj ¼ 1
and cðbÞ ¼ jjbjj ¼ 1: Let I vA and JvB be the kernels of the irreducible
representations corresponding to the irreducible representations r1 and r2 deﬁned
by the pure states j; respectively c: The kernel of the irreducible representation
r1#r2 corresponds to the pure state j#c on A#B and is I#B þ A#J by
assumption (i) and Proposition 2.16. Thus, KCI#B þ A#J: Remark 3.4 implies
that D contains a stable C-subalgebra which is not contained in K if there is a stable
C-subalgebra C of a0Aa0#bBb which is not contained in I#B þ A#J:
Let n ¼ nðb; JÞAN be as in assumption (iii) and let f2 be as in Lemma 3.3. Then
for a :¼ f 2 f2 we have jðaÞ40; aAa ¼ b2Ab2; and there is a -monomorphism
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h : aAa#Mn+a1Aa1 such that hðx#e1;1Þ ¼ x for xAaAa and jh ¼ ðjjaAaÞ#r0: It
follows I-hðaAa#MnÞ ¼ hððI-aAaÞ#MnÞ: By (iii) there is a stable (w.l.o.g.)
hereditary C-subalgebra C of aAa#Mn#bBb which is not contained in
ðI#Mn#BÞ þ ðA#Mn#JÞ because a is not in I : It follows that the stable
hereditary C-subalgebra F :¼ h#idBðCÞ of a1Aa1#bBb is not contained in I#B þ
A#J; because there is eAaAa#Mn#bBb with eeAC and ðj#r0#cÞðeeÞ40;
i.e., ff AE and ðj#cÞð f f Þ40 for f :¼ ðh#idÞðeÞ: &
Remark 3.6. One can reformulate (iii) as follows with help of condition (i),
Proposition 2.16 and Lemma 2.18:
(iii0) For every non-zero positive element bABþ and every pure state c on B with
cðbÞ40 there is an nAN such that for every non-zero positive element aAAþ
and every pure state j on A with jðaÞ40 there exists a stable C-subalgebra
CCaAa#Mn#bBb such that the restriction of j#Trn#c to the ideal
generated by C is non-zero.
Remark 3.7. Recall that a simple C-algebra A is stably infinite if there is an nAN
such that MnðAÞ contains an inﬁnite projection.
Simple (!) A is called stably finite if A is not stably inﬁnite.
Note that a simple C-algebra A is stably inﬁnite if and only if it has no faithful
semi-ﬁnite lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace (cf. Deﬁnition 2.22) by [4]. This is
equivalent to the absence of faithful semi-ﬁnite lower semi-continuous traces if A is
exact, cf. 2.29(i).
Deﬁnition 3.8. We call a C-algebra A weakly stably infinite if for every primitive
ideal I of A and for every non-zero positive aAAþ\I there exist nAN and a stable C-
subalgebra C in aAa#Mn which is not contained in I#Mn:
(The negation of this property for a non-simple C-algebra A is not useful and
should not be called ‘‘weakly stably ﬁnite’’, but A could be called residually stably
finite if for every primitive ideal I of A the algebra ðA=IÞ#M2#M3#? does not
contain a non-zero stable C-subalgebra.)
A simple C-algebras A is weakly stably inﬁnite if and only if A is stably inﬁnite:
If A is simple and q is an inﬁnite projection in Mm#A then for every non-zero
aAAþ there exists nAN with nXm and a partial isometry uAMn#A with uu ¼ q
and uuAMn#aAa: The projection p :¼ uu is inﬁnite. Let vAMn#aAa be a partial
isometry with vvpvv ¼ p and pavv: Then CðvÞ is isomorphic to the Toeplitz
algebra which contains K: Thus, A is weakly stably inﬁnite.
Conversely if A is stably ﬁnite then there is a faithful semi-ﬁnite lower semi-
continuous 2-quasi-trace t on Aþ: Let aAAþ with 0otðaÞoN; t :¼ jjajj=2 and let
D :¼ ða  tÞþAða  tÞþ: The restriction of t to Dþ is bounded and faithful. For every
nAN there is a bounded 2-quasi-trace tn on ðD#MnÞn with tðdÞ ¼ tnðd#e1;1Þ for
dADþ: Since D#Mn is simple, there is no non-zero stable C-subalgebra in D#Mn
by Lemma 2.30. Thus, A is not weakly stably inﬁnite.
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Corollary 3.9. In the following cases the spatial tensor product A#B is locally purely
infinite:
(i) B is weakly stably infinite (cf. Definition 3.8), primeðAÞ 
primeðBÞDprimeðA#BÞ (naturally) and A is strictly anti-liminal.
(ii) B is simple and stably infinite (i.e., is not stably finite), A strictly anti-liminal and
I#B-A#B-ðA=IÞ#B
is exact for every closed ideal I of A:
(iii) A is locally reflexive and strictly anti-liminal and B is simple and stably infinite.
(iv) A or B is exact, A is strictly anti-liminal and B is simple and stably infinite.
(v) A is locally purely infinite and primeðA#BÞ is naturally isomorphic to
primeðAÞ  primeðBÞ:
(vi) A is locally purely infinite and A or B is exact.
(vii) A is locally purely infinite and locally reflexive and B is simple.
(viii) BDCr ðF2Þ and zero is the only bounded positive (linear) trace on D for every
hereditary C-subalgebra D of A:
Proof. Part (i) is a special case of Theorem 3.5: the condition (iii) of Theorem 3.5 is
satisﬁed if B is locally stably inﬁnite, because C :¼ CðaÞ#D is stable and the ideal
generated by it is not contained in I#Mn#B þ A#Mn#J if aAAþ is not in I and
if D is a stable C-subalgebra of Mn#bBb which not contained in Mn#J: Indeed, if
dADþ\Mn#J then a#d is not in I#Mn#B þ A#Mn#J:
In all cases (ii)–(viii) the condition (i) of Theorem 3.5 is satisﬁed by Proposition
2.17. In particular, (vi) and (vii) are special cases of (v).
A satisﬁes assumption (ii) of Theorem 3.5, i.e., A is strictly anti-liminal, if A is
locally purely inﬁnite or if every hereditary C-subalgebra D of A has only zero as
bounded (linear) trace: if I is a primitive ideal of A and bAAþ such that pI ðbAbÞ is of
ﬁnite dimension, then bAI ; because otherwise D :¼ bAb cannot contain a stable C-
subalgebra which is not contained in I and D admits a non-zero bounded linear
trace.
(v) Condition (iii) of Theorem 3.5 is satisﬁed with n ¼ 1; because C :¼ D#CðbÞ is
stable and not contained in I##B þ A#J if bABþ is not in J and if D is a stable
C-subalgebra of aAa which not contained in I : Above we have observed condition
(ii) of Theorem 3.5.
(ii)–(iv) are special cases of (v): If B is a simple C-algebra which is not stably
ﬁnite, is stably inﬁnite and thus weakly stably inﬁnite.
(viii) As we have seen above, A and BDCr ðF2Þ satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of
Theorem 3.5. Since B is simple, for every non-zero positive bABþ there is nAN such
that in Mn#B there is a partial isometry v with vv ¼ e1;1#1 and vvAMn#bBb: If
aAAþ and d40 then the elements ða#vv  dÞþ are equivalent to ða  dÞþ#e1;1#1
in A#B by 1#vAMðA#BÞ: The elements ða  dÞþ#e1;1#1 are zero or properly
inﬁnite in ðaAaÞ#e1;1#B by Lemma 2.21. Thus, the positive element a#vv in
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aAa#Mn#bBb satisﬁes the assumption of Lemma 2.10. It follows that for every
e40 there is a stable C-subalgebra C of aAa#Mn#bBb which contains
ðða#vvÞ  eÞþ in the ideal generated by C: This implies condition (iii) of
Theorem 3.5. &
Deﬁnition 3.10. A simple C-algebra A is tensorially non-prime if A is isomorphic to
the tensor product B#C of two simple C-algebras B and C which are both not
isomorphic to the compact operators on a Hilbert space.
Corollary 3.11. Suppose that A and B are simple C-algebras, which both are not
isomorphic to the compact operators on a Hilbert space.
(i) If A or B is stably infinite, then the spatial tensor product A#B is purely infinite
(and simple).
(ii) If A#B is exact and stably infinite, then A#B is purely infinite.
(iii) If A has no faithful semi-finite lower semi-continuous (additive) trace and
BDCr ðF2Þ; then A#B is purely infinite.
(iv) A is (quasi-)traceless if A#B is purely infinite and B is nuclear and stably finite.
In particular, A#B is p.i. if B is p.i. and A is simple, e.g. A#On is purely inﬁnite
for n ¼ 2;y;N and every simple A: (Note that KðHÞ#B is purely inﬁnite if B is
purely inﬁnite, because pi(1) is a stable property, cf. e.g. [34, Theorem 4.23].)
Part (iii) shows that (iv) holds for every exact B if and only if we could replace in
(iv) B by Cr ðF2Þ then all lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-traces are (additive) traces.
The proof given below also shows: An exact simple tensorially non-prime C-
algebra has a faithful semi-finite lower semi-continuous trace if and only if it is not
purely infinite.
Proof. (i) A#B is simple, cf. [47]. By symmetry, we can assume e.g. that B is not
stably ﬁnite. Since A is simple and not of type I, A is strictly anti-liminal. Thus, the
simple algebra A#B is locally purely inﬁnite by part (ii) of Corollary 3.9 and is
purely inﬁnite by part (iii) of Proposition 3.1.
(ii) The C-algebras A and B are simple and exact, because A#B is simple and
e.g. for 0abABþ A#CðbÞDC0ðSpecðbÞ\f0g; AÞ and hence A is exact by the
permanence properties of exactness, cf. [26].
Suppose that A#B is not purely inﬁnite. Then A and B both are stably
ﬁnite by part (i). By Remarks 2.27(viii) and 2.29(i) there are faithful lower semi-
continuous semi-ﬁnite additive traces on Aþ and Bþ: Thus, there is a faithful
lower semi-continuous trace on ðA#BÞþ; which contradicts that A#B is stably
inﬁnite.
(iii) Since A is simple, A has a faithful lower semi-continuous semi-ﬁnite additive
trace if an only if there exists a hereditary C-subalgebra D of A and a tracial
state on D: Thus, (iii) follows from part (viii) of Corollary 3.9 and part (iii) of
Proposition 3.1.
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(iv) Suppose that A has non-trivial lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace r: Then
there exist aAAþ with 0orðaÞoN: Since r is lower semi-continuous, it follows that
there exists d40 such that also 0orðða  dÞþÞ: It follows that the restriction of r to
D :¼ ða  dÞþAða  dÞþ is a non-zero ﬁnite 2-quasi-trace on D: By Remark 2.29(ii)
there is a bounded 2-quasi-trace r1 on ðD#RÞþ with r1ða#bÞ ¼ rðaÞtrðbÞ for
aADþ and bARþ; where R denotes the hyperﬁnite II1 factor with separable predual.
Since B is simple, nuclear and stably ﬁnite, there exists a faithful lower semi-
continuous semi-ﬁnite (additive) trace t on Bþ by [4,22], see Remarks 2.27(viii) and
2.29(i). Thus, there exists a non-zero hereditary C-subalgebra E of B such that tjE is
non-zero and ﬁnite. It follows that there is an extreme point t1 of the set of trace
states on E: Since E is again nuclear and not of type I, there corresponds a -
monomorphism h from E into RDLðEÞ’’ such that trðhðaÞÞ ¼ t1ðaÞ for aAEþ:
(Here L :E-LðL2ðE; t1ÞÞ is given by the left-multiplication of elements of E on
L2ðE; t1Þ:)
The map r2 : c/r1ðidD#hðcÞÞ is a bounded 2-quasi-trace on ðD#EÞþ with
r2ða#bÞ ¼ rðaÞtðbÞ for aADþ and bAEþ: In particular, r2 is non-zero and bounded
on the positive part of the hereditary C-algebra D#E of A#B; which contradicts
the pure inﬁniteness of A#B: &
4. Locally and weakly purely inﬁnite non-simple C-algebras
We give an alternative characterization and some basic properties of l.p.i.
algebras.
Proposition 4.1.
(i) A C-algebra A is locally purely infinite if and only if every hereditary C-
subalgebra E of A is the closure of the union of finite sums of closed ideals of E
which are generated by stable C-subalgebras.
(ii) Every l.p.i. C-algebra A is traceless (hence A is anti-liminal).
(iii) Every non-zero quotient and every non-zero hereditary C-subalgebra of a l.p.i.
C-algebra is l.p.i.
Proof. (i) The set of closed ideals of E which are ﬁnite direct sums of stably
generated ideals clearly is upward directed. Thus, their closed union is an ideal I of
E: (Here we consider 0 as stable algebra.) Since E is hereditary in A; there is a closed
ideal K of A such that I ¼ E-K ; e.g. let K be the closed linear span of AIA: If I ¼ E
then every primitive ideal J of A which does not contain E cannot contain all stable
subalgebras of E: Thus, if I ¼ E for all hereditary C-subalgebras E of A; then A
satisﬁes Deﬁnition 1.3 of l.p.i.
Conversely, suppose IaE for some hereditary C-subalgebra ECA: Then there
exist bAEþ\K and, thus, a primitive ideal J*K with jjb þ Jjj40: But J contains all
stable C-subalgebras of E; i.e. A is not l.p.i.
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(ii) Let t :Aþ-½0;N be a lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace on A: Suppose
there is aAAþ with 0otðaÞoN: Since t is lower semi-continuous there is e40 such
that e :¼ ða  eÞþ satisﬁes tðeÞ40: Let f :¼ gdðaÞ for d :¼ e=2 and gd as in formula
(2.7). For every positive element c in the hereditary C-subalgebra E :¼ eAe we have
cf ¼ c ¼ fc; and, thus, tðcÞpjjcjjtð f Þ: Since tð f ÞptðaÞ=eoN; we get that t is
bounded on E: By Lemma 2.30, t is zero on every stably generated closed ideal of E:
Since It ¼ fdAE; tðddÞ ¼ 0g is a closed ideal of E for a l.s.c. 2-quasi-trace t; we get
from part (i) that tðeÞ ¼ 0; a contradiction.
(iii) If I is a closed ideal, K a primitive ideal of A=I and cAðA=IÞþ with
jjc þ K jj40; then there is bAAþ with b þ I ¼ c and a primitive ideal J of A with
pI ðJÞ ¼ K; ICJ: Thus, jjb þ Jjj ¼ jjc þ K jj40; and, by Deﬁnition 1.3, there is a
stable hereditary C-subalgebra D of bAb which is not contained in J: Then pJðDÞ is
stable and hereditary, is not contained in K ; but is contained in cðA=IÞc:
Deﬁnition 1.3 passes to hereditary C-subalgebras E of A; because for every
primitive ideal I of E there is a unique primitive ideal J of A with I ¼ J-E: &
Remarks 4.2. The property ‘‘l.p.i.’’ is also a stable property, as the special case of
part (vi) of Corollary 3.9 with B ¼K shows.
Moreover, one can show that the class of l.p.i. C-algebras is closed under strong
Morita equivalence and is preserved by inductive limits.
The C-algebra A is l.p.i. if and only if for every separable subset XCA there is a
separable C-subalgebra BCA with B l.p.i. and XCB:
The converse implication of part (ii) of Proposition 4.1 does not hold, because
there are stably inﬁnite simple nuclear C-algebras which is not purely inﬁnite,
cf. [45]. One only has the following reformulation of the much weaker result
[35, Theorem 4.8] as a sort of ‘‘asymptotic’’ inverse.
Proposition 4.3. Let A be a non-zero C-algebra and let Ao be the ultra-power of A:
Then the following assertions are equivalent.
(i) Ao is traceless, i.e., every lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace on Ao is trivial.
(ii) There exists kAN such that a#1k is properly infinite for all aAAþ\f0g:
Proof. It is a reformulation of the equivalence of (a) and (c) in part (i) of
[35, Theorem 4.8], where one has to use [35, Deﬁnitions 4.2 and 4.3]. Deﬁnition
[35, Deﬁnition 4.2] is equivalent to our deﬁnition of ‘‘traceless’’ by Remark
2.27(viii). &
Part (ii) of Proposition 4.1, [34, Theorem 5.9]; [35, Proposition 5.14] together
imply the following Corollary 4.4 immediately. But note that strongly purely inﬁnite
simple C-algebras are in general not approximately divisible, cf. [19].
Corollary 4.4. An approximately divisible C-algebra A is locally purely infinite if and
only if A is strongly purely infinite.
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Deﬁnition 4.5. We call a closed ideal J of a C-algebra D stably generated if
there is a stable C-subalgebra E of D; which generates J as a closed ideal of D:
(E can be assumed to be hereditary.) Let I denote the ideal of D which is the
closure of the upward directed net of the ﬁnite sums of stably generated ideals
of D:
We say that the set of stably generated closed ideals of D is approximately
upward directed, if I is the closure of the union of stably generated ideals (union of
sets, do not mix it up with sums of ideals). Equivalently this can be expressed
as follows:
If D1 and D2 are stable hereditary C
-subalgebas of D;
djðdjÞADj ð j ¼ 1; 2Þ and d40; then there exists a stable
hereditary C-subalgebra D3 of D and d3AD; such that
d3ðd3ÞAD3 and ðd3Þd3 ¼ ððd1Þd1 þ ðd2Þd2  dÞþ:
8>><>>: ð4:1Þ
Question 4.6. Are the stably generated closed ideals of a traceless algebra D
approximately upward directed in the sense of Definition 4.5?
Corollary 4.7. Suppose that for every hereditary C-subalgebra D of A the stably
generated closed ideals of D are approximately upward directed (in the sense of
Definition 4.5).
Then A is locally purely infinite if and only if A is purely infinite ð¼ pið1ÞÞ:
Proof. Suppose A is l.p.i. Let bAAþ be a non-zero element and e40: By Proposition
4.1 there are stable hereditary C-subalgebras D1;y; DnCD :¼ bAb such that
ðb  e=8Þþ belongs to the closed ideal of D generated by D1,?,Dn: Thus, there
are d1;y; dnAD such that djðdjÞADj and d1d1 þ?þ dn dn ¼ ðb  e=4Þþ: One can
ﬁnd inductively from property (4.1) of Deﬁnition 4.5 some stable hereditary C-
subalgebra ECD and dAD with ddAE with dd ¼ ðb  e=2Þþ: Take isometries
s1; s2AMðEÞ generating a copy of O2 and let e ¼ s1d and f ¼ s2d: The row
g :¼ ðe; f ÞAM1;2ðDÞ satisﬁes gg ¼ ðb  e=2Þþ#12: Thus, b is properly inﬁnite and
A is purely inﬁnite by Remark 2.9.
Conversely, if A is purely inﬁnite then Lemma 2.10 applies to every non-zero
element aAAþ: &
A trivial consequence of Corollary 4.7 is the following corollary.
Corollary 4.8. If the lattice of closed ideals of A is linearly ordered then A is locally
purely infinite if and only if A is purely infinite.
Now we are going to show that weak pure inﬁniteness implies local pure
inﬁniteness. We need Lemma 2.10 and the following lemma for the proof.
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Lemma 4.9. Suppose that A satisfies part (i) of Definition 1.2 of piðmÞ: Then
(i) every quotient A=J and every hereditary C-subalgebra D of A satisfy part (i) of
Definition 1.2,
(ii) cNðAÞ and the ultrapowers Ao satisfy part (i) of Definition 1.2,
(iii) if non-zero f2;y; fmþ1AA satisfy the relations (2.4) for n :¼ m þ 1; then
a :¼ f2 f 2 þ?þ fmþ1 f mþ1
satisfies the assumption of Lemma 2.10.
(iv) every irreducible representation d : A-LðHÞ of dimension 4m does not contain
any non-zero compact operators in its image.
Proof. (i) If bAðA=JÞþ is in the closed ideal generated by pJðaÞ ¼ a þ J for aAAþ;
and if d40; then there are f1;y; fnAA such that ðb  dÞþ ¼ pJ
P
1pkpnf

k afk
 
: On
the other hand, there are g1;y; gmAA with
P
1pjpm g

j agj ¼ ðc  dÞþ for c :¼P
1pkpn f

k afk: Thus, b 
P
dj pJðaÞdj
  o2d for dj ¼ gj þ J; j ¼ 1;y; m:
The inequality b Pdi adi  oe implies b PðatdibtÞaðatdibtÞj jj joe for suitable
t40: This shows that property (i) of Deﬁnition 1.2 of piðmÞ passes to hereditary C-
subalgebras.
(ii) Let e40; a; bAcNðAÞþ; such that b is in the closed ideal generated by a: There
are Z40 and eð1Þ;y; eðpÞAcNðAÞ with
Pðeð jÞÞða  ZÞþeð jÞ ¼ ðb  e=2Þþ; cf.
Subsection 2.7. Thus, the nth components ðbn  e=2Þþ of ðb  e=2Þþ are in the ideal
generated by the nth components ðan  ZÞþ of ða  ZÞþ: If we apply part (i) of
Deﬁnition 1.2 and Remark 2.7, then we get a column fnAMm;1ðAÞ with
f n ððan  ZÞþ#1mÞfn ¼ ðbn  eÞþ: Let dn :¼ ðhðanÞ#1mÞfnAMm;1; where hðtÞ ¼ 0
for tpZ and hðtÞ ¼ ððt  ZÞ=tÞ1=2 for t4Z: Then dn ðan#1mÞdn ¼ ðbn  eÞþ;
jjdnjj2pZ1jjbnjj; and dAMm;1ðcNðAÞÞDcNðMm;1ðAÞÞ with components dn satisﬁes
dða#1mÞd ¼ ðb  eÞþ:
Since Ao is a quotient of cNðAÞ; it also satisﬁes condition (i) of Deﬁnition 1.2.
(iii) Let f1 :¼ ð f 2 f2Þ1=2 and take the polar decompositions fj ¼ vj f1 in A of fj
for j ¼ 2;y; m þ 1: Then ða  nÞþ ¼ g2g2 þ?þ gmþ1gmþ1 for gj :¼ vjð f 21  nÞ1=2;
g2;y; gmþ1 are in A and satisfy relations (2.4). Thus, it sufﬁces to show that a is
properly inﬁnite.
Let J be a closed ideal of A which does not contain a: Let b :¼ a þ J and hj :¼
fj þ J: Then h1 is non-zero in A=J; and b þ h1 is contained in the closed ideal
generated by h21: Since A=J satisﬁes again property (i) of Deﬁnition 1.2, we ﬁnd for
every d40 elements d1;y; dmAA=J with b þ h1 
P
dj h
2
1dj
  od: Since h1b ¼ 0;
there is a row-contraction c ¼ ðc1; c2ÞAM1;2ðAÞ with jjcðb þ h1Þc  ðb"h1Þjjod:
Hence ei :¼
P
1pjpmfjþ1djci deﬁnes a row e ¼ ðe1; e2ÞAM1;2ðAÞ with jjebe 
ðb"h1Þjjo2d:
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This shows that a is properly inﬁnite by [34, Proposition 3.14].
(iv) Since d : A-LðHÞ is irreducible, KðHÞCdðAÞ or KðHÞ-dðAÞ ¼ 0; i.e.,
the image of an irreducible representation d of A has non-zero intersection with the
compact operators if and only ifKðHÞ is a quotient of an ideal of A: Thus,KðHÞ
must satisfy piðmÞ(i) by part(i). But this means that KðHÞ cannot contain a
projection of rank m þ 1; because such a projection must be properly inﬁnite in
KðHÞ by (iii). Therefore H has dimension pm: &
Proposition 4.10. If A is piðmÞ; then cNðAÞ; every quotient of A; every hereditary C-
subalgebra of A and the ultrapowers Ao are piðmÞ:
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.9 say that property (i) of the Deﬁnition 1.2 of
piðmÞ passes to cNðAÞ; Ao and to hereditary C-subalgebras D of quotients A=J:
Since cNðcNðAÞÞDcNðAÞ; we have that cNðAÞ also satisﬁes (ii) of Deﬁnition 1.2
and is piðmÞ:
Part (iv) of Lemma 4.9 implies that the images of irreducible representations of
cNðAÞ have zero intersection with the compact operators, i.e., every quotient of
cNðAÞ is anti-liminal. cNðAoÞ is a quotient of cNðcNðAÞÞ: It follows that the
quotients cNðA=JÞ and cNðAoÞ and the hereditary C-subalgebra cNðDÞ of cNðAÞ
cannot have a quotient of ﬁnite dimension. Thus, D; A=J and Ao also satisfy
condition (ii) of Deﬁnition 1.2. &
Proposition 4.11. Let A be a C-algebra which satisfies condition (i) of Definition 1.2
of piðmÞ and which has no irreducible representation of dimension pm: Then A is
locally purely infinite.
In particular, every weakly purely infinite C-algebra is locally purely infinite.
Proof. Let J be a primitive ideal in A and let bAAþ\f0g be a positive element with
jjb þ Jjj40: Let us construct a non-zero stable C-algebra D in the hereditary C-
subalgebra B :¼ bAb such that DgJ:
Let d : A-LðHÞ be an irreducible representation with kernel equal to J: By (iii)
of Lemma 4.9, we have dðAÞ-KðHÞ ¼ f0g because the dimension ofH is4m: In
particular, bH has inﬁnite dimension. Since B is hereditary in A d1 : cAB/dðcÞjbH
is also an irreducible representation of B of inﬁnite dimension. There is a non-zero -
homomorphism h from C0ð0; 1#Mmþ1ðCÞ to B with d1ha0; thanks to a variant of
Glimm’s classical lemma, see end of Subsection 2.3. Therefore, we ﬁnd contractions
f2;y; fmþ1 in B\J which satisfy relations (2.4) for n ¼ m þ 1: By part (iii) of Lemma
4.9, the sum a :¼ f2 f 2 þ?þ fmþ1 f mþ1 satisﬁes that ða  nÞþ is properly inﬁnite for
all nAð0; jjajj Þ: Take eAð0; jja þ JjjÞ; then ða  eÞþeJ and Lemma 2.10 deﬁnes a
stable hereditary C-subalgebra dAd of BCA whose image in A=J is non-zero. &
The notion of piðnÞ was introduced in [29] for a study of ultra-powers of
approximately inner completely positive contractions on C-algebras, cf. [29]. The
next proposition shows that our deﬁnition of piðnÞ is formally weaker than
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[35, Deﬁnition 4.3] but it shows also that the corresponding deﬁnitions of weakly
purely inﬁnite algebras are equivalent.
Proposition 4.12. Let A be a weakly purely infinite C-algebra. Then there exists an
integer n40 such that for every aAAþ\f0g; the element a#1nAMnðAÞ is properly
infinite.
By [35, Lemma 4.7] one has mpn if m is the smallest mAN such that A is piðmÞ in
the sense of our Deﬁnition 1.2.
Proof. Suppose that A is piðmÞ and take a free ultraﬁlter o: By Proposition 4.10, the
C-algebra Ao also is piðmÞ: Proposition 4.11 implies that Ao is l.p.i. Therefore, there
is no non-trivial lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace on Ao by part (ii) of
Proposition 4.1. But this means by Proposition 4.3 that A is weakly purely inﬁnite
in the sense of [35, Deﬁnition 4.3]. &
Remark 4.13. Summing up, we have also shown that for the ultrapowers Ao of A
holds: Ao is traceless 3Ao is l.p.i. 3Ao is w.p.i.
If A is w.p.i. and C is a ﬁnitely generated commutative C-subalgebra of Ao then
the relative commutant C0-Ao is w.p.i.: it is application of Lemma 2.5 and of ideas
from [35], see [31].
If one could show that a#1m2 is properly inﬁnite for every non-zero element a in a
stable C-algebra B; provided this happens for every non-zero a in a closed ideal J of
B and for every non-zero element a of B=J; then one would get (by part (iii) of
Lemma 4.9, [35] and the local Glimm halving lemma) that, conversely, every element
a in a C-algebra A with property (i) of Deﬁnition 1.2 and without irreducible
representations of dimension pm satisﬁes that a#1m2 is purely inﬁnite.
Thus, cNðAÞ could be replaced by A itself in part (ii) of Deﬁnition 1.2.
It is still unknown (in 2003) whether any piðnÞ C-algebra (in the sense of
Deﬁnition 1.2) is automatically pið1Þ; i.e., purely inﬁnite. However, the Glimm
halving property 2.6 yields the following.
Proposition 4.14. Suppose that a C-algebra A satisfies property (i) of Definition 1.2 of
piðmÞ: Then A is pið1Þ if and only if A has the global Glimm halving property 2.6.
Proof. As we have noticed in part (iv) of Remark 2.9, every p.i. algebra has the global
Glimm halving property. C-algebras A with the global Glimm halving property have
only anti-liminal (non-zero) quotients, in particular A has no character.
Given two positive elements a; bAAþ such that b is in the closed ideal generated by
a and e40; let us construct dAA with jjdad  bjjo2e: by Remark 2.9(ii), there exist
d40 and c1;y; cmAA; such thatX
1pkpm
ckða  3dÞþck ¼ ðb  eÞþ:
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The global Glimm halving property yields the existence of f1;y; fm in the closure of
ða  2dÞþAða  2dÞþ; such that f i fj ¼ dij f 1 f1 and ða  3dÞþ belongs to the ideal of A
generated by f0 :¼ f 1 f1 (cf. the remark following Deﬁnition 2.6). Thus, ðb  eÞþ is in
the ideal generated by f0: As A is piðmÞ; there exist d1;y; dmAA such that
X
1pjpm
dj f0dj  ðb  eÞþ



oe:
Let gdAC0ðð0;NÞ be as in (2.7) and let hdðtÞ :¼ ðgdðtÞ=tÞ1=2: Then gdðaÞfi ¼ fi; and
d :¼ hdðaÞ
P
1pjpm fjdj satisﬁes jjdad  bjj ¼
P
i; j d

i f

i gdðaÞfjdj  b
  o2 e: &
A projection q in a C-algebra A is properly infinite (respectively infinite) if there
are partial isometries u; vAA with uu ¼ vv ¼ q and vv þ uupq (respectively there
is a partial isometry vAA with vv ¼ q; vvpq and vvaqÞ: q is full if A is the closed
two-sided ideal of A generated by q: A result of Cuntz in [15] can be expressed
equivalently as follows:
Lemma 4.15. If a C-algebra C contains a properly infinite full projection, then every
element zAK0ðCÞ is represented by a full and properly infinite projection q in C; i.e.,
z ¼ ½q; and two properly infinite full projections q; q0AC define the same element
½q ¼ ½q0 of K0ðCÞ if an only if q and q0 are Murray–von Neumann equivalent, i.e., there
is a partial isometry vAC with vv ¼ q and vv ¼ q0; denoted: qBvq0:
If q; r are properly infinite full projections in C; then one can find properly infinite
full projections q0Bq and r0Br in C which are orthogonal, i.e., r0q0 ¼ 0: The sum
y :¼ ½q þ ½rAK0ðCÞ is represented by y ¼ ½q0 þ r0:
In particular, the neutral element 0AK0ðCÞ is represented by a full projection pAC;
such that there is a -monomorphism c : O2-C with cð1Þ ¼ p:
Lemma 4.16. Suppose that B is stably isomorphic to a unital C-algebra A: Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) Every semi-finite lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace on B is zero.
(ii) There is a -monomorphism c : O2-B#K such that cð1Þ generates B#K as a
two-sided ideal.
The assumption that B is stably isomorphic to a unital C-algebra is implied by (i)
alone if B is simple and s-unital, cf. [4].
Proof. (i))(ii) Let C :¼ B#K: Then B is isomorphic to a ‘‘full’’ corner D of
A#K; because CDA#K: Every ﬁnite lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace t on
Aþ extends uniquely to a semi-ﬁnite lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace r on
ðA#KÞþ with tðaÞ ¼ rða#e1;1Þ for aAAþ: The restriction rjD of r to D is again a
semi-ﬁnite lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace with D-Ir ¼ IðrjDÞ; cf. Deﬁnition
2.22 and Remarks 2.27(viii). Thus, our assumption (i) implies rjD ¼ 0; DCIr: Since
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D is full and Ir is a closed ideal, it follows r ¼ 0 and t ¼ 0: Thus, every ﬁnite 2-quasi-
trace on A is equal to zero. Let 1A be the unity element of A: By [34, Proposition 5.7]
we ﬁnd kAN such that ð1A#1kÞ"ð1A#1kÞ is equivalent to a sub-projection of
1A#1k in A#M2k: Thus, 1A#1k deﬁnes a properly inﬁnite projection r of C which
is a full projection in C; i.e., the ideal generated by r is dense in C: By Lemma 4.15
there is a -homomorphism c :O2-C ¼ B#K such that cð1Þ is full in C:
(ii))(i) For every semi-ﬁnite lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace t on Bþ there is
a unique semi-ﬁnite lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace r on ðB#KÞþ with tðbÞ ¼
rðb#e1;1Þ: Since cð1Þ is in the positive part of the Pedersen ideal of B#K; we must
have rðcð1ÞÞoN: Thus, the quasi-trace rc on O2 must be zero, and therefore r is
zero on the closed ideal generated by cð1Þ (which is contained in IrÞ: &
Theorem 4.17. Let A be C-algebra of real rank zero.
Then A is locally purely infinite if and only if A is strongly purely infinite.
Proof. Since s.p.i. implies p.i., it implies also l.p.i. by Proposition 4.11. Conversely,
A is s.p.i. if A is p.i. by [35, Corollary 6.9], and it sufﬁces to show that A is p.i. if
A is l.p.i.
By [34, Proposition 4.7], A is purely inﬁnite if every non-zero hereditary C-
subalgebra D in every quotient A=I of A contains an inﬁnite projection.
A=I and D are again l.p.i. by part (iii) of Proposition 4.1. D contains a (non-zero)
stable C-subalgebra E by Proposition 4.1(i). Upon replacing E by EDE; we may
assume that E also is hereditary in A=I and, thus, E is l.p.i. by Proposition 4.1(iii).
A=I and E have real rank zero if A has real rank zero, and E contains an
approximate unity consisting of projections, see [11].
If 0aqAE is a projection, then qEq is a unital l.p.i. C-algebra by Proposition
4.1(iii) and qEq is traceless by Proposition 4.1(ii).
By Lemma 4.16, qEq#KCE#KDECD contains a properly inﬁnite
projection. &
5. Inﬁniteness and Hausdorff primitive ideal spaces
Proposition 5.1. Let A be a C-algebras with Hausdorff primitive ideal space.
Then A is l.p.i. if and only if every simple quotient of A is p.i.
Proof. Let J be a primitive ideal of A: Then the quotient A=J is simple, because
PrimðAÞ is Hausdorff. If A is l.p.i. then every simple quotient is l.p.i., hence p.i. by
Proposition 3.1.
Suppose conversely that A=J is p.i. for every primitive ideal J of A: Let bAAþ\f0g
and J a primitive ideal of A which does not contain b: We construct a stable
hereditary C-algebra contained in D :¼ bAb but which is not contained in J: by (i)
and (ii) of Proposition 3.1, there exists a properly inﬁnite projection, whence (by
Lemma 4.15) a copy of O2; in the quotient B :¼ D=ðJ-DÞ ¼ pJðDÞ: But O2 is
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semi-projective and so, by Remark 2.4 there exist a closed neighborhood F of J in
X :¼ PrimðDÞCPrimðAÞ and a -homomorphism c : O2-DjF such that cð1Þ
generates DjF as two-sided ideal. Since the interior of Z contains J; we ﬁnd a
function hAC0ðXÞ with 0phðIÞphðJÞ ¼ 1 for all primitive ideals IAX ; such that the
support of h is contained in F : Then f#c/f ðhÞcðcÞAD extends to a monomorph-
ism j : C0ðYÞ#O2-D where Y ¼ hðXÞ\f0g: The image of this monomorphism is
not contained in J; because pJj has kernel C0ðY \f1gÞ#O2: The image of j contains
a stable C-subalgebra which is also not contained in J; because O2 contains a
copy of K: &
Proposition 5.2. Let A be a C-bundle over a Hausdorff locally compact space X with
finite topological dimension n and suppose there is an integer k40 such that every fiber
Ax ðxAXÞ satisfies condition (i) of Definition 1.2 for m ¼ k:
Then A satisfies condition (i) of Definition 1.2 for m ¼ kð1þ nÞ:
If, moreover, the C-algebra A has the global Glimm halving property 2.6, then A is
purely infinite ð¼ pið1ÞÞ:
Proof. Let a; bAAþ be positive elements with b in the closed ideal generated by a;
and e40: The function hðxÞ :¼ gdðjjbxjjÞ1=2 (with gd as in (2.7) and d ¼ e=2Þ is a
continuous function on X with compact support and satisﬁes jjh2b  bjj ¼
supX ð1 h2ÞNðbÞoe; because the ﬁber norm function x/NðbÞðxÞ :¼ jjbxjj is in
C0ðXÞþ: One can ﬁnd for each point x in the compact closure F of fxAX ; hðxÞ40g
a column-matrix dðxÞAMk;1ðAÞ such that jj½b  dðxÞða#1kÞdðxÞxjjoe=2; whence
by upper semi-continuity of the norm-functions there is an open neighborhood
Ux{x on which jj½b  dðxÞða#1kÞdðxÞyjjoe for all y in Ux:
There is a ﬁnite open covering U ¼ fU1;y; Upg of F and elements djAMk;1ðAÞ
satisfying jj½b  ðdjÞða#1kÞdjyjjoe for all y in Uj; where 1pjpp: By Lemma 2.5,
one can moreover assume, up to taking a suitable reﬁnement of U; that there exits a
map i : f1;y; pg-f1;y; n þ 1g such that for each 1pipn þ 1; the open set
Yi ¼
[
jAi1ðiÞ
Uj
is the disjoint union of the open sets Uj; jAi1ðiÞ; because F has dimension pn:
Now take ejAC0ðUjÞþCC0ðXÞ with
P
1pjpp ejp1 and
P
ej
 
jF¼ 1; and deﬁne, for
iAf1;y; n þ 1g; Zi :¼
P
jAi1ðiÞ ej and
dðiÞ :¼
X
jAi1ðiÞ
ðejÞ1=2 djAMk;1ðAÞ:
Then jj½Zib  ðdðiÞÞða#1kÞdðiÞyjjoZiðyÞe if ZiðyÞ40 and 1pipn þ 1:
Thus, jj b  f ða#1kðnþ1ÞÞf jjp2e for the column fAMkðnþ1Þ;1ðAÞ with fikþj;1 :¼
h:ðdðiÞÞj; because h2
P
Zi ¼ h2:
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If A satisﬁes, in addition, the global Glimm halving property then Proposition 4.14
applies. &
Corollary 5.3. A C-algebra A with Hausdorff finite-dimensional primitive ideal space
X is purely infinite if and only if it is locally purely infinite.
Proof. ): The property pi(1) always implies l.p.i. by Proposition 4.11.
(: Conversely, by Proposition 5.1, the simple quotients A=J are purely inﬁnite if
A is locally purely inﬁnite. In particular A=J is anti-liminal.
Since, by assumption, X :¼ PrimðAÞ is Hausdorff, every primitive quotient of A is
simple and A is a C-bundle over X :
Since X has ﬁnite dimension and the ﬁbers A=J are pið1Þ; we get from Proposition
5.2 and from Theorem 2.7 that A satisﬁes condition (i) of Deﬁnition 1.2 of piðmÞ for
m ¼ 1þDimðX Þ and that A has the global Glimm halving property.
Thus, Proposition 4.14 implies that A is purely inﬁnite. &
It is unknown (2003) whether any purely inﬁnite C-algebra A is strongly purely
inﬁnite, but we provide below a positive answer in the case when the primitive ideal
space PrimðAÞ is Hausdorff (Theorem 5.8).
Before that we show a result of independent interest, Proposition 5.6. It is an
appropriate generalization for s-unital C-algebras A with Hausdorff PrimðAÞ of a
theorem of Blackadar and Cuntz [4] which says that stable simple C-algebras
without any non-trivial lower semi-continuous quasi-trace contain a properly inﬁnite
projection.
Lemma 5.4. Let h and k be unital -homomorphisms from the Cuntz algebra O2 into a
unital C-algebra B: Then there is a norm-continuous map U : tA½0;þNÞ/UðtÞ into
the unitary group of B; such that, for aAO2;
kðaÞ ¼ lim
t-N
UðtÞhðaÞUðtÞ:
In particular, there exists a unitary UAB and a self-adjoint element bAB; such that
UhðsiÞU ¼ eibkðsiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2 for the canonical generators s1; s2 of O2:
Note that in general U cannot be found in the connected component of 1B
(consider the Calkin algebra B ¼Lðc2Þ=K and examine the indices of the unitary
operators of form hðs1Þkðs1Þ þ hðs2Þkðs2Þ). A part of Lemma 5.4 has been proven
by R^rdam [43, Theorem 3.6] in the case where the logarithmic length of the
connected component of the unitary group of B is ﬁnite (which is not the case for
general C-algebras). We deduce the general result from the independent result
[29, Theorem B]:
Proof. Denote by h0 :¼ h#idK; h1 :¼ k#idK and h2 :¼ idO2#idK the stabilization
of h; k and idO2 ; respectively. Since KKðO2; BÞ ¼ 0; it follows from [29, Theorem
B(ii)] that hi"hi is unitarily homotopic to hi"hj ; i; j ¼ 0; 1: By [29, Theorem B(iii)],
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h2 is unitarily homotopic to h2"h2: This implies that hi is unitarily homotopic to
hi"hi; i ¼ 0; 1: It means h1ðdÞ ¼ lim VðtÞh0ðdÞVðtÞ for a norm-continuous map V
from Rþ into the unitary group of the multiplier algebra of B#K: In particular,
1B#e1;1 ¼ lim VðtÞð1B#e1;1ÞVðtÞ: Thus, for large tARþ we can take a small
correction of VðtÞ; such that our new VðtÞ commutes with 1#e1;1: Thus, after a re-
parameterization and a small perturbation, we may assume that VðtÞ ¼ UðtÞ#e1;1 þ
WðtÞ with WðtÞWðtÞ ¼ WðtÞWðtÞ ¼ 1#ð1 e1;1Þ: Then t/UðtÞAB has the
desired property.
In the second statement we can take U :¼ UðtÞ for some large tARþ such that
Z :¼ Uhðs1ÞUkðs1Þ þ Uhðs2ÞUkðs2Þ is a unitary with distance o1 from 1B: Let
b :¼ i log Z: &
Proposition 5.5. (i) Suppose that B is a stable C-algebra, J is a closed ideal of B; and
that c : O2-B and l :O2-B=J are -homomorphisms.
If pJcð1Þ and lð1Þ generate the same closed ideal of B=J; then there is a -
homomorphism j:O2-B; such that pJj ¼ l; and that jð1Þ and cð1Þ generate the
same closed ideal of B:
(ii) Suppose that the -morphisms Zk : A-Bk ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ define A as a pullback of the
epimorphism pk : Bk-C; ðk ¼ 1; 2Þ; and that B1; B2 are stable.
If jk : O2-Bk are
-morphisms such that p1j1ð1Þ and p2j2ð1Þ generate the same
ideal of C; then there exists a -morphism c : O2-A such that Z1c ¼ j1 and that
Z2cð1Þ and j2ð1Þ generate the same ideal of B2:
Proof. (i) p :¼ pJcð1Þ and q :¼ lð1Þ are properly inﬁnite projections which generate
the same closed ideal C of B=J; i.e., p and q are full properly inﬁnite projections.
Since ½p ¼ ½q ¼ 0 in K0ðCÞ; p and q are Murray–von Neumann equivalent by
Lemma 4.15, i.e., there is a partial isometry wACCB=J with ww ¼ p and ww ¼ q:
We can ﬁnd a; b; c;AB with pJðaÞ ¼ w; pJðbÞ ¼ lðs1Þ and pJðcÞ ¼ lðs2Þ; where s1
and s2 denote the canonical generators of O2: Let d :¼ cðs1Þ; e :¼ cðs2Þ:
Since B is stable, the separable C-subalgebra of B which is generated by
fa; b; c; d; eg is contained in separable and stable C-subalgebra B1 of B: B1 contains
cðO2Þ; and the image of B1 in B=J contains w and lðO2Þ; and is naturally isomorphic
to B1=J1; where J1 :¼ B1-J:
Thus, to prove (i), we can in addition assume, that B itself is separable (and stable
by assumption).
Then B=J must be stable and separable, and the Murray–von Neumann
equivalence of p and q implies the existence of a unitary WAMðB=JÞ with W pW ¼
q: An elementary matrix construction argument (which the reader can ﬁnd in K-
theory textbooks) shows that the unitary W can be chosen in the connected
component of the identity element of UðMðB=JÞÞ: (Here one could also use the
generalized Kuiper theorems of Cuntz–Higson [16] or Mingo [40], which say that the
unitary group of MðDÞ for a stable s-unital C-algebra D is norm-contractible.)
The separability of B implies that the natural strictly continuous -homomorphism
MðpJÞ fromMðBÞ intoMðB=JÞ is an epimorphism, [41, Proposition 3.12.10]. Thus,
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we ﬁnd a unitary V in MðBÞ with MðpJÞðVÞ ¼ W : Let r :¼ V cð1ÞV ; c1ðdÞ :¼
V cðdÞV : Then, r ¼ c1ð1Þ is Murray–von Neumann equivalent to cð1Þ; and pJðrÞ ¼
q ¼ lð1Þ: We ﬁnd a partial isometry dAB such that dd ¼ r and rd ¼ 0; because B is
stable.
By Lemma 5.4 in the unital C-algebra qðB=JÞq we can ﬁnd a unitary u and a
selfadjoint b with ulðsjÞu ¼ eibpJc1ðsjÞ for j ¼ 1; 2: Let zArBr be a contractive lift of
u and let cArBr be a self-adjoint lift of b: We obtain a new unital -homomorphism
c2 : O2-rBr by c2ðsjÞ :¼ eicc1ðsjÞ for j ¼ 1; 2:
U0 :¼ z þ ðr  zzÞ1=2d  dðr  zzÞ1=2 þ dzd
is a unitary in ðr þ ddÞBðr þ ddÞ: We deﬁne jðdÞ :¼ U0c2ðdÞU0 : Then pJj ¼ l;
and jð1Þ is Murray–von Neumann equivalent to r:
(ii) The pullback condition says that Z : a/ðZ1ðaÞ; Z2ðaÞÞ is an isomorphism from
A onto the C-subalgebra fðb1; b2Þ; bjABj; p1ðb1Þ ¼ p2ðb2Þg of B1"B2: By (i) there
exist j3 : O2-B2 such that p2j3 ¼ p1j1 and that j3ð1Þ and j2ð1Þ generate the same
ideal of B2: cðdÞ :¼ Z1ðj1ðdÞ;j2ðdÞÞ for dAO2 is as desired. &
Proposition 5.6. Assume that A is a s-unital C-bundle over a Hausdorff space X and
that for every yAX ; there is a properly infinite and full projection qy in Ay#K:
Then there exists a non-degenerate C0ðXÞ-linear monomorphism
h0 : C0ðXÞ#O2#K+A#K:
Recall that a projection p in a C-algebra B is full if the span of BpB is dense in B:
Proof. The positive part Aþ contains a strictly positive element e; because A is s-
unital. We can assume jjejj41: The function NðeÞAC0ðXÞþ must satisfy NðeÞðyÞ40
for every yAX : Let Yn :¼ fyAX ; NðeÞðyÞX1=ng: Then Yn is compact, is contained in
the interior of Ynþ1; and
S
Yn ¼ X :
Since K is exact and simple, A#K is again a C-bundle over X with ﬁbers
Ax#K; by [36], and A#K is again s-unital.
Thus, we can replace A by A#K and can assume from now that A is moreover
stable and therefore has stable ﬁbers Ay for yAX : It follows that Ay contains a
properly inﬁnite full projection qy: (We have even AyqyAy ¼ Ay because qy is
properly inﬁnite.)
Note that properly inﬁnite projections must be non-zero. The existence of qya0 in
Ay#K implies that Aya0 for every yAX :
By Lemma 4.15 the class of the zero-element of K0ðAyÞ can be represented by
py ¼ cyð1Þ; where cy :O2-Ay a -monomorphism and py is a full projection of Ay:
Since O2 is semi-projective, by Remark 2.4 there is for every point yAX a compact
neighborhood FCX of y (i.e., in particular y is contained in the interior of F ) and
a -homomorphism c :O2-AjF such that cð1Þ generates AjF as a closed ideal,
cf. Subsection 2.4.
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Now let F and G two compact subsets of X and c1 : O2-AjF ; c2 : O2-AjG
-homomorphisms, such that c1ð1Þ generates AjF and c2ð1Þ generates AjG as closed
ideals. By Remark 2.3, AjF,G is the pull-back of AjF and AjG along AjF-G: Thus, by
(ii) of Proposition 5.5, there is a -homomorphism c : O2-AjF,G such that cð1Þ
generates AjF,G as a closed ideal.
This shows that for every compact subset YCX there is a -homomorphism
c : O2-AjY such that cð1Þ generates AjY as a closed ideal. Thus, we ﬁnd
monomorphisms cn :O2-An :¼ AjYn ; such that cnð1Þ generates An as a closed ideal.
Let now j1 :¼ c1 and assume that we have found jj : O2-Aj; j ¼ 1;y; n such
that jjð1Þ generates Aj as a closed ideal and that jjðdÞ ¼ jjþ1ðdÞjYj for dAO2
and j ¼ 1;y; n  1: Since Anþ1 is stable, we can apply (i) of Proposition 5.5 to
jn : O2-An; cnþ1 :O2-Anþ1 and the natural epimorphism from Anþ1 onto An; and
get jnþ1 : O2-Anþ1 such that jnðdÞ ¼ jnþ1ðdÞjYn for dAO2 and jnþ1ð1Þ:
For every fACcðXÞ there is nAN such that the closure of the support
of f is contained in the interior of Yn: Thus, we get a well-deﬁned algebra
-homomorphism g0 from the algebraic tensor product CcðXÞ}O2 into A which is
given on elementary tensors f#d by g0ð f#dÞ :¼ fjnðdÞ for n sufﬁciently large.
By construction it is a CcðXÞ-linear map. It is well known (and can easily be
seen from [47] or [46, Proposition 1.22.3]) that the universal C-hull of CcðXÞ}O2 is
naturally isomorphic to C0ðX ;O2Þ: Thus, g0 extends to a -homomorphism g1
from C0ðX ;O2Þ into A: The map g1 is C0ðXÞ-linear, and for every ﬁber Ax; xAYn;
the ﬁber -homomorphism ðg1Þx ¼ ðjnÞx : O2-Ax is a monomorphism, because
jnð1Þ generates AjYn as a closed ideal. It follows that g1 is a C0ðXÞ-linear-monomorphism from C0ðX ;O2Þ into A such that the image B of g1 generates A as a
closed ideal.
Let D1 be the hereditary C
-subalgebra of A#K which is generated by B#K:
Then D1 is stable, s-unital and generates A#K as an ideal. The same happens with
D2 :¼ A#p11: A closer look to the proof of the stable isomorphism theorem of
Brown [10] shows that it gives an element aAA#K; such that aa is a strictly
positive element of D1 and aa
 is a strictly positive element of D2: The polar
decomposition a ¼ vðaaÞ1=2 in the second conjugate of A#K induces a C0ðX Þ-
linear isomorphism l from D1 onto D2 by l : a/vav; see Remark 3.4. The C0ðX Þ-
linear -monomorphism h0 :¼ l3ðg#idKÞ from C0ðX ;O2#KÞ into A is non-
degenerate by construction. &
Corollary 5.7. Suppose that A is a s-unital C-algebra with Hausdorff primitive ideal
space X and that A admits no non-zero semi-finite lower semi-continuous 2-quasi-trace.
Then there exists a non-degenerate C0ðXÞ-linear monomorphism
h0 : C0ðXÞ#O2#K+A#K:
Proof. The assumptions imply that for every point xAX ; the primitive quotient Ax
must be simple and cannot have a non-zero semi-ﬁnite lower semi-continuous
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quasi-trace. Thus, there is no non-zero semi-ﬁnite lower semi-continuous dimension
function on Ax#K: Therefore Ax#K contains a properly inﬁnite projection qx by
[4]. Now Proposition 5.6 applies. &
Theorem 5.8. Every purely infinite C-algebra A with Hausdorff primitive ideal space
X is strongly purely infinite.
Proof. By the permanence properties of p.i. and s.p.i. shown in [34,35] we can
moreover assume that the p.i. C-algebra A is stable and s-unital (and hence that X
is s-compact).
Then by [35, Theorem 6.8], it is enough to prove that the C-algebra A has the
locally central decomposition property, i.e., for every aAAþ and e40; there exist
a1;y; an in Aþ such that
(i) each ai is in the center of aiAai (1pipn),
(ii) aiAspanðAaAÞ (1pipn),
(iii) ða  eÞþ belongs to A
P
iai
 
A:
By Corollary 5.7 there is a non-degenerate monomorphism p :C0ðX Þ#
O2#K+A: Then for each positive element aAAþ; the operator a1 ¼
pðNðaÞ#1O2#e1;1Þ has the expected properties since NðaÞ ¼ Nða1Þ: &
Remark 5.9. One can also directly prove that any locally purely inﬁnite C-algebra
A with Hausdorff primitive ideal space X has the locally central decom-
position property thanks to Proposition 5.1: more generally, the locally central
decomposition property holds for every C-bundle A over a locally compact space
X with ﬁbers Ax; such that every closed ideal J of Ax is generated by projections
pAJ (as a closed ideal of Ax). Because then the semi-projectivity of C; exploited in
the same way as the semi-projectivity of O2 in the proof of Proposition 5.6, gives
that every ideal of A is generated by elements bAAþ of the form b ¼ fq where
q is a projection in AjF for some compact subset FCX with open interior
and fAC0ðXÞ has support in F : Those elements b are trivially in the center
of bAbCqAjF q:
Corollary 5.10. Suppose that A and B are exact, have Hausdorff primitive ideal spaces
of finite dimension, and that every simple quotient of A or of B is not isomorphic to the
compact operators.
Then A#B is s.p.i if and only if A#B has no non-zero semi-finite lower semi-
continuous trace.
Proof. We have seen the general implications s.p.i. ) p.i. ) traceless.
Since A and B are exact the primitive ideal space of A#B is natural isomorphic to
the Tychonoff product of its primitive ideal spaces by part (2) of Proposition 2.17.
Thus, PrimðA#BÞ is Hausdorff of ﬁnite dimension. The simple quotients are the
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tensor products ðA=IÞ#ðB=JÞ of the simple quotients of A and B: As shown in the
proof of part (ii) of Corollary 3.11, ðA=IÞ#ðB=JÞ is purely inﬁnite if it has no non-
zero semi-ﬁnite lower semi-continuous trace.
Thus, if A#B has no non-zero lower semi-continuous trace, then Proposition 5.1,
Corollary 5.3 and Theorem 5.8 apply all to A#B: &
Let us ﬁnish with a local characterization of pure inﬁniteness for nuclear
C-algebras.
Corollary 5.11. Let A be a separable stable nuclear C-algebra whose primitive ideal
space X is Hausdorff and of finite dimension.
Then ADA#ON if and only if AxDAx#ON for every xAX :
Proof. (: The primitive quotients Ax of A are simple if PrimðAÞ is Hausdorff. Thus,
AxDAx#ON is purely inﬁnite by Corollary 3.11, because ON is purely inﬁnite by
[15]. Since PrimðAÞ is a Hausdorff space of ﬁnite dimension and Ax is purely inﬁnite,
we get from Corollary 5.3 that A is purely inﬁnite, hence is strongly purely inﬁnite by
Theorem 5.8.
If A is moreover stable and nuclear, then [35, Theorem 8.6] gives that A tensorially
absorbs ON:
): Conversely, the isomorphism ADA#ON; the exactness and the simplicity of
ON; imply that every primitive quotient Ax of A must be isomorphic to Ay#ON for
some yAPrimðAÞ:
Since ONDON#ON by [29, Corollary H] (or by [33,35,37], or by a simple
modiﬁcation of [44]), this implies that AxDAx#ON: &
Remark 5.12. We do not known whether any continuous C-bundle A over the
Hilbert cube ½0; 1N with ﬁbers isomorphic to O2 is necessarily purely inﬁnite. (This
question is open even if we suppose in addition that A is pið2Þ:) A negative answer
would imply that l.p.i. algebras in general are not p.i. Then Question 4.6 also would
have a negative answer.
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